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1. Introduction
This Report is the Sustainability Appraisal of the Development Strategy Initial Proposals. The Development Strategy will set out
Ealing Council’s over arching vision and proposals for the future development of the borough over the next 15 years until 2026, and
provides a spatial policy framework for all other Local Development Document’s. The proposals set out how, where and when the
Council, working with statutory bodies, the private sector and voluntary sector, will:
•
•
•
•

Provide new housing for the Borough’s growing population;
Sustain and create jobs;
Protect and enhance green and open space and the borough’s heritage; and,
Ensure that community facilities, services and transport infrastructure are provided where and when needed.

When approved it will become a statutory Local Development Document forming part of the Local Development Framework for
Ealing. The Development Strategy is a key document, which all other Development Plan Documents (DPD’s) must conform with.
The Strategy is also developed within the regional planning framework set out by the London Plan.
Under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (PCPA), Local Planning Authorities are required to undertake a SA for all
Local Development Documents (LDD’s).

2. The Sustainability Appraisal Process
In accordance with Section 5 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and EU Directive 2001/42/DC, a Sustainability
Appraisal (SA) and Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) are required for Development Plan Documents (DPD’s), produced
as part of the Local Development Framework. Whilst the requirement to undertake a Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) are separate and distinct, it is possible to satisfy both through a single appraisal process, in this
case a Sustainability Appraisal.
The primary purpose of the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) is to promote sustainable development through the better integration of
social, economic and environmental considerations into the preparation of plans. Sustainable development can be defined as
''ensuring a better quality of life for everyone, now and in future generations''. ‘Securing the future – New UK Sustainable
Development Strategy (2005)’ sets out the following 4 key objectives, under the broad heading of sustainable development:
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•
•
•
•

Social progress which recognises the needs of everyone
Effective protection of the environment
Prudent use of natural resources; and
Maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth and employment.

The SA is an iterative process allowing us to identify and report on the likely significant effects of the plan, and to illustrate the
benefits and risks of different policy options, to enable a transparent decision making process. The SA process needs to be fully
integrated into the planning system to ensure that conclusions from the appraisal inform planning decisions.

3. The Scope of this Report
In January 2006, the Council published a Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report for use alongside the preparation of Development
Plan Documents (DPD’s). The Scoping Report includes baseline information about Ealing and identifies key environmental and
sustainability issues for the Borough. To provide a sound basis for analysis, the report also identified relevant plans and
programmes along with key sustainability issues and problems. From these issues, objectives and indicators have been produced.
The objectives form part of the appraisal framework against which LDF documents will be assessed. The report is generic and
therefore suitable to aid the appraisal of most LDF documents. The Scoping Report, and in particular the SA framework, was
refined following consultation with statutory consultees. The updated SA framework is set out in Appendix 2.
This report follows on from the previous Commentary Report covering the SA of the Issues and Options for the Strategy published
in January 2010. It utilises the established framework, providing a sustainability commentary on the Development Strategy,
published for consultation in September 2009. It effectively represents an interim/progress report prior to completion of the full SA
report at Submission stage (January 2011). It should also be noted that this report addresses the Development Strategy document
only, and separate commentary reports will be published at a later date as the Development Sites and the Development
Management documents evolve. In addition a number of options previously identified as part of the Development Strategy are now
to be taken forward in the emerging Development Management DPD.
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4. Appraisal Timeline
The key stages in the SA of the Strategy are set out in table 2 below. This timetable follows government guidance as set out in
‘Sustainability Appraisal of Regional Spatial Strategies and Local Development Documents’ (ODPM, 2006). It should be noted that
this has been modified slightly to reflect the new stages introduced through changes to Planning Policy Statement 12 ‘Local
Development Frameworks’ and the Regulations.
Table 1 – Key Sustainability Appraisal Stages

August 2005
August 2005
October
2005
November
2005
January
2006
March 2006
July 2007
December
2007
December
2007
December

Stage A
Stage A1
Stage A2
Stage A3

Pre-production - Scoping
Review other policies, plans and programmes, and sustainable development objectives
Collecting Baseline information
Identifying sustainability issues and problems

Stage A4

Developing the SA framework

Stage A5

Consulting on the scope of the SA.

Stage B
Stage B1
Stage B2
Stage B3

Production - Options
Testing the DPD objectives against the SA Framework
Developing the DPD options
Predicting the effects of the DPD based on Issues and Options

Stage B4

Evaluating the effects of the DPD based on Issues and Options

Stage B5

Considering ways of mitigating adverse effects and maximising beneficial effects
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2007
January
2010
Stage B6
February May 2009
March - May
2010

March - May
2010

March - May
2010

May 2010
July - August
2010

July - August
2010

July - August
2010

Stage B3
Part 2 –
Initial
Proposals
Stage B4
Part 2 –
Initial
Proposals
Stage B5
Part 2 –
Initial
Proposals
Stage B3 –
Part 3 –
Draft
Submission
Stage B4 –
Part 3 –
Draft
Submission
Stage B5 –
Part 3 –

Produce commentary of appraisal findings of the Issues and Options for internal consideration &
informal consultation with stakeholders
Proposing measures to monitor the significant effects of implementing the DPD.
Developing the Initial Proposals, with consideration of findings from SA of Issues and Options
Predicting the effects of the DPD based on the Initial Proposals

Evaluating the effects of the DPD based on the Initial Proposals

Considering ways of mitigating adverse effects and maximising beneficial effects

Analysis of SA findings and recommendations
Predicting the effects of the DPD based on the draft submission document

Evaluating the effects of the DPD based on the draft submission document

Considering the ways of mitigating adverse effects and maximising beneficial effects
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Draft
Submission

October
2010
November
2010
January
2011
January
2011
October
2011
October
2011
October
2011
November
2011

Stage C
Stage C1

Preparing the Sustainability Appraisal Report
Preparing the SA Report
Draft SA Report Consultation

Stage D

Consulting on the Submission document and SA Report

Stage D1

Public participation on the Submission Document and the SA Report

Stage D2(i)

Appraising significant changes

Stage
D2(ii)
Stage D3

Appraising significant changes resulting from representations (following Examination and receipt of
Inspectors report)
Making decisions and providing information
Prepare Sustainability Statement as part of Adoption Statement

Stage E
Stage E1
Stage E2

Monitoring implementation of the plan
Finalising aims and methods for monitoring
Responding to adverse effects

This report effectively summarises progress and findings for stage B Part 2 of the Sustainability Appraisal process. The appraisal
process has identified and recommended some additions that could improve policy development and its potential impacts. The
changes suggested are expected to be included in the Development Strategy Submission Document. The appraisal of the Draft
Submission Document will commence in Summer 2010.
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5. Habitat Directive Assessment
As part of the SA process, a screening assessment must be undertaken to determine whether or not there is a need to undertake a
Habitat Directive Assessment (HDA), also known as an Appropriate Assessment (AA). This is in accordance with Article 6(3) and
(4) of the European Communities (1992) Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and
flora (‘Habitat Directive’). The EU Habitat Directive and Birds Directive are implemented in the UK through the Conservation
(Natural Habitats) Regulations 1994 (as amended).
The Screening Assessment identifies whether the plan or project is likely to have a significant effect on European designated
conservation sites, either alone or cumulatively. Such designated sites include Special Protection Areas (SPAs), Special Areas for
Conservation (SACs) and Ramsar sites (wetlands of international importance designated under the Ramsar convention). If it is
unlikely that the plan or project will have a significant effect upon these sites, then there is no need to proceed to an AA.
If however it is considered likely that there will be significant effects on the designated sites, an AA must be undertaken. The AA
will then determine whether or not the plan or project (either alone or cumulatively) will lead to an adverse impact on the site’s
integrity. Mitigation and alternative measures may be adopted if it is determined that the plan or project is likely to significantly
impact upon the site.
There are no European sites that fall within the Ealing Borough boundary. However, recognising that the plans being prepared by
the Council, may influence European sites in neighbouring boroughs, sites will be scoped into the study if they occur either wholly
or partly within 10km of the borough boundary. In this regard the following sites will be considered:
•
•

Ramsar site / Special Protection Area: South West London Waterbodies.
Special Conservation Areas: Richmond Park & Wimbledon Common.

At this stage in the preparation of the LDF documents it is considered appropriate to wait until further detail is available from the
Sites Allocations DPD, before undertaking a Screening Assessment, as in the absence of more detailed site proposals it is difficult
to measure the impact of the plan on sites of European significance. In the interim it should be noted that the Sustainability
Appraisal process does already assess the effect of the options and proposals in terms of biodiversity matters including considering
the impact on sites (SA Objective 9 – ‘Protect and enhance the natural environment and biodiversity’), and in this respect the report
is also mindful of the impacts beyond the confines of the borough boundary.
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6. Consultation
As required by the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Directive (Article 6(2)), the SA Scoping Report was referred to the
four Consultation Bodies with environmental responsibilities namely, the Countryside Agency and English Nature (now both part of
Natural England), English Heritage, and the Environment Agency, in January 2006.
Comments were received in response to this consultation. These responses resulted in a number of changes to the SA framework
for the Development Plan Documents. This input has been particularly useful in updating the baseline data and in refining the SA
objectives. Natural England, English Heritage and the Environment Agency will be consulted on all forthcoming stages of the SA
process.
This report accompanies the Development Strategy Initial Proposals document. Ealing Council welcomes your views on any
aspects of this report. In particular the following questions are asked:
•
•

Are there any significant effects that were not identified?
Has the sustainability appraisal process been carried out in a clear and understandable way?

Following public consultation, responses will be reflected through the later stages of the Development Strategy.

7. The Sustainability Appraisal Framework
The establishment of SA objectives and criteria is central to the SA process. The SA framework, based on these objectives,
provides a way in which sustainability effects can be described, analysed and compared.
The SA Scoping Report for the Development Plan Documents, issued for consultation in January 2006, identified environmental,
social and economic objectives contained in other relevant plans, policies and programmes, and baseline information on
environmental, social and economic characteristics of the Borough. The review of plans and programmes of relevance to the
Development Plan Document and the collection of baseline information helps to identify the issues which the DPD need to address
10

and enabled a robust appraisal of their significant effects. The Scoping Report also identified key sustainability issues affecting the
borough and sets out the framework for the SA including objectives, criteria and indicators.
In particular, comments were received from statutory consultees, who identified new plans, policies and programmes and further
sources of baseline data. Further updates were also made following the subsequent publication of the SA report for various
Supplementary Planning Documents & the Scoping Report for the Development Management DPD, which broadly adopted the
same SA objectives.
The SA objectives set out in Table 3 below were developed in response to the key sustainability issues identified through the
scoping process, and were subsequently refined following consultation on the Strategy and Sites SA Scoping Report in January
2006. In particular, the SA objective relating to open space and nature conservation was split into two separate objectives, as it was
felt that these topics were distinct and broad enough to require consideration in their own right. In respect of SA Objective 11, a
new reference was also added regarding the need to minimise flood risk. It was also requested that this objective be separated into
two issues – ‘water quality’ and ‘water resources’. Whilst it was acknowledged that ‘water quality’, ‘water conservation’ and ‘flood
risk’ are distinct issues, they each fall under the common heading of the water environment. For this reason these issues have
been consolidated under a single objective. It was also considered appropriate to limit the objectives to a manageable number, in
order to aid an already complex appraisal process and accord with Government guidance. Since the publication of the Scoping
Report in January 2006 further updates to the baseline data and a review of the plans, policies and programmes were completed.
Table 2 – Refined Sustainability Appraisal Objectives
Refined SA Objectives
No. Objective

Type of Objective

1

Actively support inclusive access to essential health, community and local services

Social

2

Promote community involvement, voluntary and partnership working

Social

3

Preserve and enhance the local historic environment and cultural heritage

Environmental/Social

4

Reduce crime, fear of crime and antisocial behaviour

Social

5

Minimise detrimental noise impacts

Environmental

6

Improve access to well designed, affordable, inclusive and appropriately located housing

Social
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7

Reduce health inequalities and promote healthy living

Social

8

Protect and enhance open space

Environmental

9

Protect and enhance the natural environment and biodiversity

Environmental

10 Improve air quality

Environmental

11 Reduce contributions to and vulnerability to climate change

Environmental

12 Improve water quality, conserve water resources, and minimise the impact of flooding

Environmental

13

Enhance existing buildings and facilities, and encourage the reuse / remediation of vacant land and
under-utilised buildings

Environmental

14 Reduce waste generation and increase waste recycling

Environmental

15 Reduce vehicular dependency and promote the use of sustainable modes of transport

Environmental

16 Promote local employment opportunities, training and skills attainment

Economic

17 Support sustainable economic growth

Economic

18 Improve opportunities for education and training

Social/Economic

19 Promote cultural and community identity

Social

8. Identification of Initial Proposals
One of the key requirements of an SA is the identification and consideration of reasonable alternatives to a proposed plan or policy,
to enable a comparison of the sustainability impacts of the proposed options for the Strategy. Article 5.1 of the SEA Directive
requires that reasonable alternatives are identified, described and evaluated.
During the Issues and Options stage, officers considered how the borough would develop if one of three different ‘futures’ were to
be played out in full. The futures are alternative approaches to implementing the borough-wide objectives. Each alternative future
is based on the different ways in which the borough-wide objectives may be balanced. It was acknowledged that the best future for
Ealing is likely to include elements of all three of the alternative futures, i.e. a hybrid option.
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Following completion of the SA of the original Issues and Options, and informed by the results of this process, the Council has
moved forward in developing Initial Proposals. The earlier Issues and Options were largely thematic based, structured around
different topic headings/areas. In March 2009, the Council reviewed its approach to preparing the LDF. A key change arising from
this review was a move away from a thematic/topic based approach to the Strategy, to a more spatial/area based document.
Background Paper 5 ‘Consultation and audit trail’ describes how the Initial Proposals have evolved from the earlier Issues and
Options, explaining how the earlier consultation and the results of the SA process have fed into this decision making process.
Moreover, it should be noted that a number of the options presented at the earlier consultation stage on the Strategy and Sites
were in fact effectively Development Management matters. These issues were brought forward early on as they were considered
to be a significant priority for the Council and at the time work on the Development Management DPD was not planned to
commence until after the adoption of the Strategy in 2011. Now that the Development Management DPD has been brought
forward earlier than envisaged, these options can now be transferred back to the appropriate document.
The Initial Proposals present a culmination of this work, and whilst now more refined, the Strategy is still open to change and
adaptation. This may come as a result of input from the ongoing consultation process, and also as a result of the outputs of the
Sustainability Appraisal Reports.
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9. Appraisal Methodology
The Appraisal of the Development Strategy Initial Proposals against the Council’s Sustainability Framework has been conducted
using matrices, whereby the impact of the Proposal against the Council’s objectives is scored using the system detailed in Table 5
below.
Table 3 – Options Appraisal Matrices: Key
Key
++

Major Positive

+

Minor Positve
No impact

-

Minor Negative

--

Major Negative

The appraisal is accompanied by a commentary drawing out the key messages
from the appraisal, along with a schedule of suggested changes that might
mitigate any uncertainties or negative effects, or conversely that might build upon
any strengths that have been identified.

The options appraisal matrices set out the results of the appraisal of the initial
proposals against each of the 19 SA objectives. The results are presented by
?
Uncertain
initial proposal, and conclusions are drawn as to the overall sustainability of the
individual initial proposal presented with consideration of possible long, short term and some cumulative effects. As part of this
process, consideration has also been given to the need for mitigation of negative effects. Mitigation can take a wide range of forms
including:
-

Changes to the DPD as a whole, including bringing forward new options/initial proposals, or adding or deleting options
Refining policies in order to improve the likelihood of beneficial effects and to minimise adverse effects
Technical measures to be applied during the implementation stage

Following the matrices, the findings from the tables are consolidated into a series of headlines. The suggested changes are then
drawn together in a series of General and Specific Recommendations to be taken forward as the Strategy progresses. It should be
noted however that whilst the SA process does inform the decision making process, it is not the sole decision making tool, and
there will be many other factors which also need to be considered in choosing between options and preparing the plan.
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10. Uncertainties, Limitations and Assumptions
At this stage in the development of the plan, there is still a degree of subjective interpretation due to the wide reaching nature and
implications of policy. However the Sustainability Appraisal process provides a useful tool in identifying issues and suggesting
possible forms of mitigation. It tests the performance and robustness of policies against the Council’s sustainability objectives.
Whilst the process scrutinises, many issues are largely dependent upon implementation, and upon the policies which emerge from
the Development Management and Development Sites DPD’s.
There are a number of uncertainties and limitations that exist in the Sustainability Appraisal process, which are summarised below:
•

In a number of cases, indicators have been identified despite there being no baseline data currently available with which to
establish trends or measure effects. It was not always possible to predict effects on the basis of qualitative data.

•

There is a risk that officers may make their own assumptions about the possible effects arising from a particular option.
However, consultation on the SA Report is seen as adding value in allowing ‘experts’ and interested stakeholders to review
the effects identified.

•

Difficulties have been identified in respect of predicting the impact of the Strategy in the long term, which has further
complicated the process of accurately appraising the sustainability of the proposals.

•

Difficulties associated with and distinguishing between and separating out the influence of the Development Plan Document
from other external factors. For example whilst the predicted trends for a particular baseline indicator may suggest that the
situation is worsening overtime, possibly because of various factors beyond the control of the DPD, the DPD itself may still
have a positive influence.

•

Some uncertainty is present as a result of the lack of specificity of several of the Initial Proposals
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11. Sustainability Appraisal Matrices for the Development Strategy
Initial Proposals
The matrices analyse the sustainability of the Development Strategy Initial Proposals. The full list of Headlines and
Recommendations drawn from the matrices can be found in the following chapters.

Development Strategy Initial Proposals
Sustainability Objectives
Initial Proposal

1

2

3

4

5

6

-/?

++

++

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 14

15

16

17

++

++

++

++

18

19

1.1 - Spatial Vision for Ealing 2026
(a) By 2026, provision of 14,115 additional homes, and 1.1m
sq metres of new employment floorspace to provide for a
major share of the extra 109,000 jobs needed in West
London – maintaining Ealing as a successful borough at the
heart of West London.
(b) Development of these new homes and business space
will be primarily concentrated in –
• The Uxbridge Road / Crossrail corridor, - particularly
focused in town centres and around key stations, in particular
at Southall and
• The A40 corridor, focused around Greenford town centre,
North Acton station, Park Royal and other industrial estates.

+

-/?

(c) Improvement in north–south public transport linking the
Uxbridge Road and A40 corridor

+

-/?

+

?

++

+

(d) Outside the corridors, protect and enhance suburban
communities and improve public transport links to corridors

+

-/?

+

?

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

(e) Care for the borough’s historic character and ensure
excellence in urban design.

+/?

++

(f) Protect the pattern of green spaces and green corridors,
while ensuring that developments improve and add to green
space.
(g) To ensure that the community facilities, transport
infrastructure and services are provided in the borough where
and when needed.

+

+

+/?

+

++

++

+/?

+/?

++

++

++

++

++

+/?

+

+

++

+/?

+/?

+/?

+/?
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Commentary
Proposals perform strongly across the sustainability objectives, particularly with regard to economic and housing objectives. However due to the provisional nature of some proposals at this stage,
there are some uncertainties that arise from a lack of specificity in the policies. For instance, this is illustrated in the lack of detail regarding the type of jobs or the type of housing which the policy
envisages. Or, indeed what type of historic character is to be retained, and how. The lack of specificity here makes it problematic to judge the extent to which the policy would meet the criteria for
the objectives.
Minimising detrimental noise impacts (Objective 5), is problematic to relate to the broad nature of the Vision. At this stage in time the policies propose an intensification of the existing housing,
employment and transport infrastructure in the Borough. Whilst this would suggest an associated noise level increase, this would be highly dependent upon the context of each development, and
where deemed necessary, the type of noise attenuation measures developed for a scheme. So, at this stage, the appraisal process can only realistically produce a question mark.
The provision of infrastructure and services ‘where and when needed’, is perhaps too vague; there could be a reference made here to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan to elaborate and recognise
that infrastructure will be delivered in a planned rather than reactionary manner.
Community facilities [proposal (g)] are potentially positive for Objective 2 if they encompass community participation facilitation.
There is no reference to education or training within the Vision, or to crime, fear of crime and anti social behaviour.
Lack of reference to Climate Change mitigation/adaptation

Suggested Changes:
•

As initial proposals they present positive aspirations e.g. in historic character (part e) however as the Strategy progresses they shall require further specificity that goes beyond national
or regional policy, providing greater local level spatial detail.

•

The inclusion of reference to noise attenuation somewhere within the vision, or within the other policy chapters.

•

Ensure adequate reference is made to the planned delivery of infrastructure through the Infrastructure Delivery Plan, rather than ‘where and when needed’ which implies a reactionary
rather than planned approach.

•

Embed community involvement and participation into the Vision or supporting text, which is currently not articulated, aside from reference to the LSP.

•

Consider making reference to education and training, or to crime / safety, and how planning might address these issues.

•

Reference to Climate Change Mitigation/Adaptation
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Development Strategy Initial Proposals
Sustainability Objectives
Initial Proposal

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

1.2 - Delivery of the Vision for Ealing 2026
(a) The council will review its affordable
housing supplementary planning document
to ensure that it is up-to-date, reflects the
needs and aspirations of all our residents
and gives us flexibility. We want to take a
flexible borough-wide approach to the new
provision of housing. We need to
understand where local residents want to
live; consider the density and mix of
tenures for new schemes; and build mixed
communities that meet a range of needs.
This could mean reducing the
concentrations of affordable housing in
some parts of the borough and reducing
the overall level of affordable housing to
reflect deliverability in the current market.
This review will run in parallel with
consultation on the Development Strategy
and any amendment to the policy will be
reflected in the final submission proposals
of this strategy.

+

++

(b) Provision to manage 562,000 tonnes of
waste per annum, or arrangements in
place to ensure that the pooled waste
management requirements of Ealing,
Brent, Harrow, Hillingdon, Hounslow and
Richmond are accommodated within the 6
boroughs by 2020.
(c) Tall buildings are acceptable as
landmark buildings in the right
circumstances. Tall buildings should
enhance the quality of the urban
environment and will only be permitted
when there is good public transport, social
infrastructure and amenity space to serve
them. Tall buildings will be directed
towards parts of Acton, Ealing and
Southall town centres, Hanger Lane
Gyratory, Park Royal Gateways, and in

?

?

+

-/?

?

+

++

+

+

+

++
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Development Strategy Initial Proposals
Sustainability Objectives
Initial Proposal

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

+

++

+

+

+

-/?

-/?

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

+

+

1.2 - Delivery of the Vision for Ealing 2026
accessible locations of a PTaL of 4 or
more and within estates regeneration
areas where they will be considered on
their merits according to function,
character and quality of urban design.

(d) Support opportunities to reduce the
overall level of flood risk in the borough
and beyond, through the layout and form
of new development, and the appropriate
application of sustainable drainage
techniques. All new development,
including the consideration of sites forming
part of the Development Sites document,
will be the subject of a sequential test,
which will seek to direct new development
to areas of least risk.
(e) Provision of appropriate social, physical
and green infrastructure in the right
locations and at the right time to support
the levels of housing and employment
growth to be delivered in Ealing, and
maintenance of an Infrastructure
Requirements and Delivery Plan,
indicating the timing and funding of
infrastructure development.
(f) Provision of appropriate levels of car
parking within development, based on the
public transport accessibility level of the
site, the travel plan submitted by the
developer (promoting walking, cycling and
public transport), parking needs in the
locality, and the capacity of the transport
network. The actual requirement will be
within the maximum car parking provision
allowable in outer West London (and as
indicated at Appendix 4). The provision of
underground car parking provides a

++

+

-/?

++

+

+

?
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Development Strategy Initial Proposals
Sustainability Objectives
Initial Proposal

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

1.2 - Delivery of the Vision for Ealing 2026
practical means of meeting car parking
requirements whilst at the same time
minimising any adverse impact on the local
environment.

Commentary
Initial proposal (e) ‘Provision of appropriate social, physical and green infrastructure’ performs particularly strongly, addressing a large proportion of the indicators across the SA framework.
Sustainability Objective 13 (enhance existing buildings and facilities, and encourage the reuse / remediation of vacant land and under-utilised buildings) is not incorporated into proposal (a). Also
notable is the fact that there is no reference to the Housing Needs Study that will evidence this policy.
Provisions within proposal (b) are made to handle waste but not necessarily to reduce the overall volume handled, so in its present form the proposal fails to achieve the criteria for Indicator 14 as it
does not have regard to waste reduction and recycling. With the exception of requiring the reuse of construction and demolition waste, planning will have a limited influence on waste reduction.
Perhaps this highlights the need to revise the SA objective rather than the policy itself. The proposal will however have a positive impact in terms of waste recycling, as it seeks to secure adequate
provision for waste management facilities (i.e. recycling/processing facilities). This also promotes self sufficiency, as at present all of our waste is sent out of London for either landfill or processing.
Assessment of proposal (b) also results in questions over noise (Indicator 5) and climate change issues (Indicator 11); there is the potential for these to be addressed but they are not explicitly
mentioned within the proposal.
Proposal (f) might be considered too car focussed, and could elaborate further regarding sustainable modes of transport.

Suggested Changes
•

Incorporate Sustainability Objective 13 (enhance existing buildings and facilities, and encourage the reuse / remediation of vacant land and under-utilised buildings) into Proposal (a), and
make reference to the Housing Needs Study.

•

Consider revising SA Objective 14 to reflect the fact that planning has limited control over waste reduction

•

Revise Initial Proposal (f) to include more significant references to sustainable transport

Development Strategy Initial Proposals
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Sustainability Objectives
Initial Proposal

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

+/?

+

18

19

2.1 - Realising the potential of the Uxbridge Road / Crossrail Corridor
(a) By 2026, development of over 9,364
extra housing units (85% of the borough’s
total net increase in housing development).

++

(b) By 2026, development of over 450,000
sqm of business floorspace (42% of the
borough’s total increase).
(c) To supplement the introduction of
Crossrail, improvements in bus services
and capacity along the Uxbridge Road
corridor.

?

+

(d) To ensure sensitive development
management of localities within the
corridor so as to achieve a proper balance
between those localities being promoted
and/or regenerated (as specified in Initial
Proposals 2.2-2.9) and those areas of low
growth that will retain their existing
character and where the priority will be the
conservation of the built and natural
environment.
(e) To re-configure the boundaries of
Southall Town Centre to include the major
retail development on Southall Gas Works
site whilst at the same time excluding the
area south of The Green. King Street will
be re-branded as a neighbourhood
shopping centre serving Southall Green.
(f) To reaffirm the boundaries of Ealing,
Acton, Greenford and Hanwell town
centres and consolidate the core
designated retail frontage within them to
help ensure the vitality and viability and
future sustainability of each town centre.

+

?

+

+

?

+/?

+/?

++

+

+

++

+

+

++

++

++
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Commentary
Realising the potential of the Uxbridge Road / Crossrail Corridor is seen to have a variety of positive implications across the SA Framework. Objectives 16 (Promoting Local employment
opportunities, training and skills attainment) and 17 (supporting sustainable economic growth) in particular are addressed by several of the Initial Proposals.
No reference is made to the essential infrastructure required to support this development, without which, the proposal could have a negative impact against various objectives.
Despite some obvious benefits, it is unclear as to whether Indicator 16 can be fulfilled by Initial Proposal (b) as it is not indicated what types of employment will be developed, and for which groups.
If Objective 5 is to be met within proposal (c) then new routes will require sensitive design and planning to reduce / mitigate the effects of noise. Meeting Objectives 10 and 11 for proposal (c)
depends upon the accompanying implementation of travel plans, the standard and cleanliness of public transport, along with accompanying disincentives for private car use.
Suggested Changes
•

For proposal (b), as the policy emerges, it would be useful to give some greater detail of the types of employment envisaged. Objective 16 makes reference to employment opportunities
‘for all groups’, also to improving earning levels and skills attainment. As the policy progresses and the Employment Land Review become available, a more detailed breakdown of the job
types envisaged would make appraisal of the aforementioned more productive.

•

Make further reference to the essential infrastructure required to support development in the corridor

•

For proposal (c), provide more detail of how sensitive design and planning could reduce / mitigate the effects of noise. Meeting Objectives 10 and 11 for proposal (c) depends upon the
accompanying implementation of travel plans, the standard and cleanliness of public transport, along with accompanying disincentives for private car use. Make these more explicit within
the proposal.
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2.2 - Regenerate Acton Town Centre
(a) Development of 3,000 sqm of retail
floor space, additional food and drink
outlets, a new swimming pool and
improved cultural and community facilities
at prime sites, including Morrisons, The
Oaks, Beechworth House and the Town
Hall site.
(b) Provision of 586 additional mixed
tenure homes; allowing residential and
other uses on Uxbridge Road, east of the
old town hall.

-/?

(c) Improvement of the public domain,
including the market square at The Mount,
King Street, High Street and Churchfield
Road; also ensure that design has proper
regard to conservation area and listed
building designations throughout the town
centre.

+

(d) Provision of a new public transport
interchange, including a Fastbus service
between South Acton, the town centre,
Acton Main Line (Crossrail) station, Park
Royal and Wembley; improvement of
pedestrian and cycle access to and from
South Acton estate; retention of existing
levels of town centre parking in Acton.
(e) Creation of 2.27ha new open space,
including children’s play space;
improvement of existing open spaces and
links to Acton Park and play facilities in
Woodlands park.

++

++

++

++

++

?

++

+/?

++

+

++

++

+/?

+

+

+

++

+

++

++

+
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Commentary
Analysis of the Initial Proposals suggests that regeneration of Acton Town Centre would have positive benefits across the majority of the SA Framework Objectives. However there are several
issues that the appraisal process has recognised. For Proposal (a), there is a question mark raised over Indicator 2 due to the fact that community facilities are mentioned within the initial proposal,
however, because these are not specified in any detail it is unclear as to whether they would have any impact upon community involvement, voluntary and partnership working. Within this Initial
Proposal there is no mention of open space provision.
For Proposal (d), Objective 5 is uncertain; whilst the increased provision of public transport infrastructure may have positive effects, (providing alternatives to private car use), the intensification of
development in the area may increase existing levels of noise. It would be anticipated that effects would be minimised through sensitive urban design and noise mitigation measures however as yet,
for this proposal, and others, no regard has yet been made to noise.
For Proposal (e), Objective 9 (Protect and enhance the natural environment and biodiversity) has not been sufficiently considered, despite its potential relevance. The creation of new open space is
particularly welcomed, but may still not be sufficient to meet provision standards.
Suggested Changes
•

Either within Initial Proposal 2.2 (a) or elsewhere within the Strategy, make reference to how SA objectives such as ensuring community involvement, voluntary and partnership working
will be actualised.

•

Incorporate provision of Open / Green Space within Regeneration of the Acton Town Centre, be this through pocket parks, incidental green space or other.

•

Harness the opportunity to incorporate measures for enhancing biodiversity and habitats (addressing SA Objective 9) through the creation of new open space in proposal (e).
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2.3 - Regenerate South Acton
Regeneration to achieve an attractive
and popular residential locality,
integrating the municipal and owner
occupied residential areas and creating
easy access to Acton town centre. This
will lead to the provision of 1600
additional mixed tenure homes,
4212 sq m of gross business floorspace
and 235 potential jobs.

++

++

++

Commentary
The Initial Proposal performs strongly with regard to Objectives 6, 13, 16, 17 and 19, however is still broad at this stage, with more detail required as to what ‘an attractive and popular residential
locality’ might consist of. This will be appraised further through the SA of the Sites DPD.
Suggested Changes
•

The outputs of the Sustainability Appraisal have not indicated specific areas for improvement, however because 75% of the Objectives are not recognised in this proposal, more specificity
could be provided to address the range of objectives to be met through sustainable development.
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2.4 - Regenerate the Acton Main Line Station area
(a) Renewal of the station and bus
interchange facilities (including with
Fastbus).

++

?

?

(b) Mixed use regeneration of the area to
the south of the station.
(c) Retention of the aggregates and
cement works to the north of the station,
as this is an important railhead for the
distribution of construction materials in
West London.

++

+

++

-/?

?

++

Commentary
These Initial Proposals are still at a broad level and so difficult to appraise aside from obvious aspects, for example for proposal ‘(b)’ that regeneration will take place on previously developed land.
There are questions over the impact of rail, bus and cement works on air and noise pollution (Objectives 5 and 10). Whilst development may improve on current standards (e.g. cleaner buses) there
may equally be the possibility that intensification of industrial processes (e.g. at the cement works) could be detrimental on air and noise pollution.
Proposal (c) requires careful management to minimise impact in terms of noise and air pollution. Note too that whilst identifying aggregate distribution points is important, the strategy (or other
appropriate DPD’s) should also promote the reuse of aggregates on site.
Suggested Changes
•

Further detail is required with these objectives, particularly for proposal (c) as detailed above. The Strategy, (or other appropriate DPD’s) should also promote the reuse of aggregates on
site.
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+/?

?

2.5 – Regenerate Ealing Town Centre
(a) Development of 21,000sqm retail;
100,000sqm of replacement and new
office space, including at;
• Dickens Yard,
• Arcadia,
• Lammertons and Ealing Broadway
Centre, and
• In the office quarter along the Uxbridge
Road.

-/?

++

(b) Development of the different quarters
of the town centre in the light of their
different roles and characteristics and
assessment of the best distribution of
development to match the needs of the
catchment population.

+/?

+

++

+

++

++

+

(c) Urban design - enhancement of
historic buildings and frontages that
contributes to character and appearance;
including:
• the introduction of new town squares
and public spaces;
• the encouragement of varied building
heights in response to the surrounding
scales and features with landmark
buildings in gateway locations; and,
• the development of a “boulevard” along
the Uxbridge Road with an increase in
the number of street trees, other planting
and active ground floor frontages.
(d) Regeneration of the stations at Ealing
Broadway and West Ealing building on
the Crossrail proposals, including
enhanced bus interchange facilities and
facilities for cycling and walking to and
from the town centre.
(e) A range of cultural, social &
community facilities, including a new
health centre, and other infrastructure
projects such as a centralised energy
facility; also improvements to the

++

++

++

+

++

++

?

++

?

+

+/?

+/?

+/?

+

++

++

++

++

++

+

++
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2.5 – Regenerate Ealing Town Centre
Questors Theatre in conjunction with
development of a neighbouring site with
an Uxbridge Road frontage and
improvements to Ealing Town Hall.
(f) This will lead to the provision of 1,917
additional mixed tenure homes, 153,812
sq m of gross business floorspace and
6,535 potential jobs.

++

++

Commentary
The Regeneration of Ealing Town Centre would have major positive impacts across local and regional scales. It would support sustainable economic growth, encourage the reuse / remediation of
vacant land and under utilised buildings, and promote cultural and community identity as a central focus for the area. For proposal (d), impact on Objectives 10 and 11 may be positive if transport
users turn from private car and take up walking / cycling and public transport options.
It is noted that (a) also incorporates a significant element of residential development, although not included in the proposal as worded here. There is potential incompatibility between (a) and (c); is it
possible to accommodate significant growth in the town centre whilst safeguarding and enhancing good urban design?
For several of the proposals, there are some uncertainties surrounding development implications on noise (Objective 5) and air pollution (Objective 10).
The value of proposal (b) is questionable.
Suggested Changes
•
•
•
•

Incorporation of air and noise pollution considerations within this policy or elsewhere.
Inclusion of residential development within proposal (a) for clarity, as this is envisaged.
Explanation of how points (a) and (c) might be made compatible
For Proposal (b), development of the different Quarters, build a more detailed picture of what the different roles and characteristics are and what the best distribution of development might
be. If this requires more detailed study, consider the possibility of developing further evidence base work, or an Area Action Plan. As it stands the policy is of questionable value.
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2.6 – Regenerate the Green Man Lane Estate
Regeneration to achieve an attractive
and popular residential locality,
integrating the municipal and owner
occupied residential areas, and
improving access to West Ealing
Broadway. This will lead to the provision
of 282 additional mixed tenure homes.

++

-/?

+

Commentary
The Regeneration of the Green Man Lane Estate performs strongly in terms of improving access to well designed, affordable, inclusive and appropriately located housing, (Objective 6), enhancing
existing buildings and facilities, and encouraging the reuse / remediation of vacant land and under utilised buildings (Objective 13) and promoting cultural and community identity (Objective 19). The
proposal is accompanied by broader SA Objectives through the supporting text. This proposal largely involves the redevelopment of the estate, rather than renovation/refurbishment. Whilst
reuse/refurbishment is often deemed to be more sustainable when compared to redevelopment, redevelopment may allow us to achieve much higher standards in terms of sustainable design and
construction.
Suggested Changes
•

To compound the regeneration potential of this estate, the emerging policy could have more detailed regard to a range of the SA Objectives, for example in improving employment and
training opportunities, community involvement and partnership working, and to supporting access to services.
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2.7 – Enhance and Consolidate Hanwell Town Centre
(a) Enhancement of the historic buildings
and frontages that contributes to the
character and appearance of the town
centre

++

++

(b) Consolidation of the town centre to
meet the retail needs of the Hanwell
district.
(c) Station improvements, including
opening southern access for easier
access to The Broadway and to enable
Crossrail; improved facilities for cyclists.
(d) Promotion of improvements in the
street scene, to local green space and to
private forecourts and parking provision.
(e) This will lead to the provision of 45
additional mixed tenure homes, 8,000 sq
m of gross business floorspace and 100
potential jobs.

?

++

++

?

+

+

+/?

+

++

+

+

++

+

+

++

+

+/?

+/?

++

++

++

?

?

++

-/?

+

++

++

+

++

Commentary
Initial Proposal 2.7 ‘Enhance and Consolidate Hanwell Town Centre’ would have positive impacts across a broad range of the SA Objectives including the local historic environment, enhancing
existing buildings and facilities and encouraging the reuse / remediation of vacant land and underutilised buildings. Sustainable economic growth would be supported by new jobs, improved
infrastructure and enhanced greenspace. There are however uncertainties over the potential increase in noise pollution, and the impact of development on air quality and climate change. There is
the potential for the shift to sustainable transport modes to result in improvements in air quality (Objective 10) and reduce contributions to climate change (Objective 11). There is potential for green
space enhancements to have a positive impact upon air quality (Objective 10) and reduce contributions to climate change (Objective 11), however ‘improving’ parking provision implies increasing; if
this is the case then an increase in use of private vehicles would have a detrimental effect upon Objectives 10 and 11. Objective 15 is potentially negative for this initial proposal, due to the implied
increase in parking provision, which may encourage / facilitate vehicular dependency.
Suggested Changes
•
•
•

Address the potential impacts of noise and air pollution within the policy or elsewhere
Provide detail of how parking provision might be capped to ensure detrimental effects upon Objectives 5, 10, 11 and 15 are minimised.
Reference to pedestrian access (walkability)
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2.8 – Regenerate Southall Town Centre
(a) Re-configuration of Southall Town
Centre so that major retail development
on the Southall Gas Works site is
incorporated, and will provide a high
quality mainstream retail offer to
complement the Asian offer elsewhere
within the centre; provision of town
centre parking on the Southall Gas
Works site with package of bus access
improvement measures so that visitors
can visit other parts of the centre;
removal of area south of The Green
from the town centre.

?

(b) Promotion of The Broadway, South
Road and The Green as an ‘Asian
Gateway’, with strong cultural offer for
banqueting, conferencing, festivals and
performing arts, along with Asian
retailing and restaurants.

++

(c) Regeneration of Southall station with
good interchange facilities; widening of
South Road bridge to facilitate bus
movement; high quality pedestrian
environment; high densities appropriate
for development in the vicinity, subject
to improvement of physical
infrastructure in the station area.

++

(d) Additional community facilities – new
community hub, including library, health
centre; extended schools facilities; new
two or three form entry primary school,
with community access.

++

(e) On the Southall Gas Works site,
provision of up to 2,618 new homes,
with a balance of market and affordable
housing, and family housing with bigger
unit sizes to reflect household

++

?
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?

+

+

+
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++

?

+
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+
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++

++

++
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2.8 – Regenerate Southall Town Centre
characteristics in Southall and the
borough’s housing needs.

(f) This will lead to the provision of
3,711 additional mixed tenure homes
and 222,650 sq m of gross business
floorspace and 5,665 potential jobs.

++

++

Commentary
Regeneration of Southall Town Centre would have positive impacts in enhancing existing buildings and facilities and encouraging the reuse / remediation of vacant land and underutilised buildings,
promoting local employment and supporting local economic growth. Additional community facilities, provision of new homes, jobs and transport infrastructure also helps in meeting a broad range of
Sustainability Objectives.
For proposal (a) there is some uncertainty over indicators 5, 10, 11 and 15; the proposal for enhanced public transport infrastructure is countered by the increased private car facilitation. The impact
of noise and the potential for increased air pollution is not recognised in the policy. No reference is given to enhancing green spaces
Suggested Changes
•

Provide detail of how parking provision might be capped to ensure detrimental effects upon Objectives 5, 10, 11 and 15 are minimised

•

Address the potential impacts of noise and air pollution within the policy or elsewhere within the Strategy

•

Harness the opportunity to deliver new or enhanced public open spaces and green spaces within town centre regeneration, and as part of the Southall Gas Works redevelopment
proposal.
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2.9 – Regenerate the Havelock Area
(a) Redevelopment and refurbishment
of the Havelock estate at a higher
density, related to improved public
transport accessibility. This will lead to
the provision of 193 additional mixed
tenure homes.
(b) Amendments to Metropolitan Open
Land boundaries at Glade Lane, to
improve overall quality of Southall’s
green space and with no net loss in
open space. Upgrade the security of
the existing park between railway and
canal, introduce new residential
development and canal development
with residential moorings, workshops
and facilities.

++

+/?

+

+

-/?

(c) Middlesex Business Centre and
environs - regenerate the area with
mixed employment and other uses in
higher density development, possibly
including housing provision, retaining
job potential equivalent to the existing
provision.

++

+/?

++

++

+/?

-

++

+

+

Commentary
Proposals for the regeneration of the Havelock Area would improve access to housing, open land and employment opportunities. With an upgrade to the security of the existing park between the
railway and canal, regeneration would potentially create a safer place to live. For Proposal (b) it is not specified what ‘facilities’ shall constitute; so there is an element of uncertainty as to whether
Indicator 1 can be met. Indicator 5 is uncertain because the extra moorings and workshops detailed in the proposal have the potential to increase noise levels.
For proposal (b), although configuration of uses is unclear from the proposal, and still needs to be determined, it is noted that there could be a partial loss of a site of importance for nature
conservation.
Suggested Changes
•

Specify what ‘facilities’ might constitute in the development

•

Make provision for noise implications to be mitigated
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3.1 – Realising the potential of the A40 Corridor and Park Royal
(a) By 2026, development of 1,363
additional homes (12% of the
boroughs’ net gain in housing) and
over 360,092 sqm of extra business
floorspace (33% of the borough’s total
increase).
(b) Within the Corridor, achievement of
an appropriate balance between
localities for regeneration and those
localities which merit conservation of
the built and natural environment.

++

++

?

?

+

Commentary
Realising the potential of the A40 Corridor and Park Royal has positive implications across several objectives including employment and housing, but as the proposal stands, fails to impact upon
60% of the SA Objectives.
Suggested Changes
•

The emerging policy could have more detailed regard to a range of the SA Objectives.
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3.2 – From Northolt to Perivale, Safeguard Employment Land Along the A40 Corridor
(a) Retention and attraction of new
business development along the A40
Corridor by retaining a sufficient
supply of industrial land, and
encouraging sustainable, commercial
development and improvements to
access and amenity.

?

?

++

(b) Promotion of Greenford to A40
freight road link, so that heavy vehicles
are diverted from roads with residential
frontages.

++

-/?

-/?

(c) Promotion of use of the Grand
Union Canal for freight transport.

+

+

+

++

-

++

++

++

Commentary
Safeguarding Employment Land along the A40 Corridor from Northolt to Perivale would support sustainable economic growth, and encourage the reuse / remediation of vacant land and under
utilised buildings. Diversion of heavy vehicles from roads with residential frontages would minimise noise impacts, as would the increased use of the Grand Union Canal for freight transport, relieving
pressure on the road network. There is some uncertainty with regard to Objectives 10 and 11; whilst the proposal incorporates the diversion of traffic and the promotion of alternative sustainable
transport modes, the improvements are still likely to increase noise and pollution within the corridor.
Suggested Changes
•

Within the policy, there is the potential to recognise noise issues in the A40 corridor, however the Development Management DPD policies will aim to manage noise on a site basis.

•

Detail how the evidence base for this Initial Proposal will be compiled (i.e. the Employment Land Review, Development Sites DPD)
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3.3 – Promote Business & Industry in Park Royal
(a) Retention of business and industry
throughout the Park Royal industrial
estate, encouraging sustainable,
economic development and
improvements to access and amenity.
(b) Development of an interchange
station on the Central Line where it
meets the Piccadilly Line at Park
Royal, serving residents, employees
and visitors in the Park Royal area.
(c) Location of a further rail
interchange station in the east of Park
Royal, linking underground and
overground lines, and meeting future
business demand for more intensive
employment uses in Park Royal.

?

?

++

?

+/?

+/?

++

+

++

?

+/?

+/?

++

+

++

Commentary
The promotion of business and industry in Park Royal would support sustainable economic growth, local employment opportunities and along with the development of an interchange station, would
encourage sustainable modes of transportation. The supporting text to the policy covers some of the broader SA objectives surrounding design and climate change mitigation. There is little
specificity as to the breakdown of types of employment use, the level of mix or a phasing timescale for delivery of projects (e.g. rail interchange projects). It is stated that ‘tackling climate change will
be encouraged’. This does not add any detail to national, regional or existing local policy, and would require further detail to be of policy value.
Suggested Changes
•

As the Strategy progresses, a more detailed breakdown of employment uses would be expected, as would a phasing timescale for delivery of the rail interchange projects

•

Stating that ‘tackling climate change will be encouraged’ could be replaced by providing spatial level detail of how this might take place – e.g. zoning for district heating projects
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3.4 – Southern Gateway
(a) An improved southern gateway to
Park Royal, with efficient movement to
and from the strategic industrial
location and a clear, safe relationship
and routes between the tube, the
buses, heavy goods vehicles and the
surrounding area.

?

(b) An important focal point for
business in its own right, with some
3000 jobs, in offices, storage and
distribution, retail and creative / media
sector.

?

(c) 975 residential units in a place
where residents choose to live,
because it is convenient and has good
facilities and a decent environment.

+/?

(d) Redevelopment of North Acton
station with a mix of commercial
development and in a setting at
Victoria Road with shops, restaurants,
cafes and leisure to support the gate
way & the wider Park Royal area, and
a bus interchange including a stopping
point for Fastbus.

++

(e) A network of green space, with
safe, attractive footpaths and featuring
at least two new public open spaces.

+

?

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

+

++

?

+

++

+/?

++

++

+

+

+/?

+/?

+/?

++

+

+

+

+
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Commentary
The Southern Gateway Initial Proposal meets the majority of SA objectives positively; however there are uncertainties over objectives 5, 10, 11 and 12, with objectives 2, 4 and 14 not identified as
impacted upon. There is some concern as to whether open space provision is adequate to accommodate the needs of proposed growth
Suggested Changes
•

Development will have to be designed innovatively if open space needs are to be met
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3.5 – Greenford Town Centre
Development of schemes to create
attractive and safe town centre
environment, new bus interchange,
and additional retail development.
This will lead to the provision of 121
additional mixed tenure homes.

+

?

++

+

Commentary
The Initial Proposal for Greenford Town Centre performs strongly across the SA Objectives, however includes no reference to public space.
Suggested Changes
•

There is scope to protect and enhance public space.
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3.6 – Greenford Station & Westway Cross
Promote the potential for high-density
development on station and land to
the north; preferred use – offices with
some mixed uses including housing,
leisure and community and transport
interchange facilities. It is important
that good public transport, cycling and
pedestrian links are established to
and from the regeneration area to the
north and to Westway Cross shopping
centre, as well as south to Greenford
Town Centre.

++

+

++

+

Commentary
The Proposals for Greenford Station and Westway Cross present benefits across the SA Objectives. The promotion of high density development around the station maximises its use as a transport
hub and encourages sustainable transport modes. Pedestrian, cycling and sustainable transport links could have very positive effects on health if people choose to turn to modes of transport which
incorporate physical exercise and discourage use of the private car. However many issues are still not clear at this stage, such as associated open space provision in new development.
Note that the site is presently designated for employment purposes. The release of this site for other uses could therefore reduce the employment potential of site.

Suggested Changes
•

Make reference within the policy or supporting text to the need for associated open space provision in new development
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Sustainability Objectives
Initial Proposal
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+
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+

+
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3.7 – Neighbourhood Shopping Centres at East Acton, Park Royal, Perivale & Northolt
(a) Promotion of retail and other
appropriate development in the
neighbourhood shopping centres at
East Acton, Park Royal, Perivale and
Northolt, together with improvement
packages to facilitate walking and
cycling from their neighbourhoods.
(b) Park Royal neighbourhood
shopping centre: enhancement of
area around the ASDA superstore –
pedestrian square, junction
improvements, development of
offices, restaurants and associated
uses.

+/?

+/?

?

+/?

++

++

(c) Northolt Village centre: extend
boundary to include new leisure and
housing development, and south to
Target Roundabout; improvements of
centre especially at Eastcote Lane &
Mandeville Road junction.

++

?

+

Commentary
For Proposal (a), it is slightly unclear how Indicator 1 would be met, as the Initial Proposal is not entirely specific at this stage. If ‘appropriate development’ included health, community or local
services, then the indicator would be met. The proposals perform strongly with regard to enhancing existing buildings and facilities, and encouraging the reuse / remediation of vacant land and under
utilized buildings.
Suggested Changes
•

For Proposal (a), specify what ‘appropriate development’ might encompass
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Initial Proposal
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3.8 – Residential Neighbourhoods
(a) Protection of the residential,
suburban, character of much of the
wider A40 Corridor whilst providing
for further residential development,
including affordable housing, largely
at identified locations, and including
proposals for the regeneration of
municipal housing estates.
(b) Improvement of the existing
travellers’ site at Bashley Road,
Park Royal and consideration of
additional provision in the context of
the needs of the Gypsy, Roma and
Traveller communities in West
London.

+

+

++

++

+

+

+

+

++

++

Commentary
The Initial Proposals for Residential Neighbourhoods should improve the satisfaction of residents with their neighbourhoods as a place to live, and preserve and enhance the local historic
environment and cultural heritage. The proposals should also improve access to housing, enhance / remediate existing buildings, although in most instances this may involve the wholesale
demolition and redevelopment of these areas as opposed to refurbishment. Whilst redevelopment may offer the opportunity to significantly increase the efficiency of the stock, it is generally
preferable in sustainability terms to refurbish buildings.
Development proposals could contribute to promoting cultural and community identity. It should be noted though that the proposals only cover 25% of the SA Objectives. It is not clear from the
proposals what type of development will be encouraged and when (phasing), and what the ‘needs’ of the Gypsy, Roma and Traveller communities constitute. According to the Draft Replacement
London Plan the Borough will require 26 sites, with the Minor Alteration to the consultation draft replacement to the London Plan suggesting 7 sites. This would suggest that the Strategy would need
to do more than just ‘consider extra provision’.

Suggested Changes
•

Specify what type of development will be encouraged and when (phasing)

•

Detail what the needs of the Gypsy, Roma and Traveller communities constitute, and make clearer the anticipated need as is set out in regional policy and the London Wide Needs
Assessment
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Sustainability Objectives
Initial Proposal
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4.1 – Enhance Residential Hinterlands
(a) By 2026, development of 339
extra homes (3% of the boroughs’ net
gain in housing) and 274,100sqm of
extra business floorspace (25% of the
of the borough’s total increase).
(b) Infrastructure development,
keeping pace with residential and
commercial development in the
residential hinterlands, as well as ongoing investment in service planning
to ensure sustainable communities in
Ealing.

++

++

++

++

(c) Enhancement of neighbourhood
centres in the hinterlands – Sudbury
Hill, Bilton Road, Pitshanger Lane,
Northfields, South Ealing, so that they
++
are attractive, provide for a wide
range of shopping needs, and are as
accessible as possible by public
transport, walking and cycling.

+/?

?

(d) Protection of the character of
suburban neighbourhoods in the
borough’s residential hinterlands,
while providing for further
development, including affordable
housing, largely at identified
locations, and including proposals for
the regeneration of municipal housing
estates, local shops and business
premises.

++

?

++

++

+/? +/?

?

?

++

++

++

++

+

++

+

+

++

+

Commentary
This proposal aims to address a broad range of objectives, however like several others requires further specificity. What form ‘infrastructure development’ and ‘service planning’ might take is
unclear.
Suggested Changes
•

Detail of what infrastructure development and service planning might constitute.
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4.2 – Regenerate Greenford Green & Renew Employment Sites
Regeneration proposals on key sites
– Butlers Wharf and GSK – for
appropriate employment/mixed use;
also development at the Westway
Cross shopping centre and
improved transport network, with
links to A40 Corridor at Greenford
station.

?

+/?

+

Commentary
What ‘appropriate’ employment / mixed use might constitute is unclear. Potential loss of employment land capacity is noted if a mixed use scheme is promoted. What ‘development’ at the Westway
Cross shopping centre constitutes is unclear. Any increase in retail capacity is unlikely to be viewed as sustainable development.
Suggested Changes
•

Build upon detail as the strategy progresses
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Sustainability Objectives
Initial Proposal
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4.3 – Regenerate Greenford Depot
Development of Greenford Depot to
meet its potential for local services,
in the context of its location in a
residential area, and adjacent to the
Brent River Park (see proposals for
metropolitan open land in chapter
five).

++

++ ++

++

Commentary
It is difficult to comment on the effects of this proposal due to the low level of detail at this stage. Further details will however be provided as part of the Sites DPD. Based on work completed to
date, it is proposed that the site could accommodate a range of uses including an enhanced waste facility, bus depot and residential accommodation.
Suggested Changes
•

As a single site, this initial proposal might be more appropriately placed in the Sites Development Plan Document, or as part of the preceding proposal
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4.4 – Promote North – South Links
(a) Improvements to the North
London Line stations and services in
the borough.

+

+/?

+

+

++

++

++

(b) Introduction of a Fastbus route
linking South Acton, Acton Town
Centre, Acton mainline station,
North Acton station and
Wembley.

+

?

+

+

++

++

++

(c) New West London orbital
underground line, from Surbiton
through Ealing Broadway to north
London.

+

?

+

+

++

++

++

(d) Improvement of rail services from
Greenford station to West Ealing on
the Greenford branch line.

+

?

+

+

++

++

++

(e) Extension of the rail services
from Greenford station, alongside
the Central Line to Northolt and on
to Ruislip, and interchange with the
Chiltern Line.

+

?

+

+

++

++

++

+

+

++

++

++

-/?

+

(f) Improvement of bus services and
cycling facilities along Greenford
Road, related to the travel planning
requirements of the
Greenford Green regeneration,
linking Sudbury Hill and Greenford
station; further improvements to
services from Greenford station –
through Greenford Town Centre to
Iron Bridge.
(g) Greenford – A40 road freight link,
taking heavy lorries off streets with
residential frontages.

+

?

++

+

-/? -/?
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4.4 – Promote North – South Links
(h) Public transport improvements
north-south from the Yeading Lane /
Willow Tree Lane neighbourhoods.

+

?

++

++

++

Commentary
The promotion of north - south links will connect communities and improve access to employment opportunities and essential services. There are some uncertainties regarding the potential
environmental impact of infrastructure intensification
Suggested Changes
•

Positive benefits are clear from the proposed schemes, however will require further detail as the Strategy progresses, in particular with regard to delivery partners and phasing.

•

Detail how environmental impacts of infrastructure intensification might be dealt with at the local level
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5.1 – Protect and Enhance Metropolitan Greenbelt
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+

5.1 – Protect and Enhance Metropolitan Greenbelt
(a) Land in Northolt South
• Down Barns & Willow Tree Open
Space: management for
agriculture (Down Barns),
landscape interest & protection of
mounted manor site (Down Barns).

+

(b) Land around the A40 –
Northolt, Greenford
• Land from Lime Trees Park to the
A40: management of recreational
open space, golf course and
education site;
• Western Avenue Parkway from
borough boundary east to Oldfield
Lane: landscaping of open land;
sensitive development of site for
high school within green belt
setting where A40 crosses Oldfield
Lane.
++
• Northolt and Greenford
Countryside Park: development of
a unified parkland area.
• Northolt Golf Course and Medlar
Fields – golf, new
wetland/watercourses.
• Rectory Field – development of
play facilities and five-a-side
football.
• Islip Manor: management of
recreation & education open
space.
(c) Land in Greenford Southall
Borders
• Spike’s Bridge – King George’s
field: development of a district park
linking with open space across the
canal in Hillingdon.

+

++

++

+

++

++

+

+

+

+

++

++

++

++

++

+

+

+

+

++

++

+

++

++

+

+

+

+

+

+/?

+

+

+

+

+
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+

+

5.1 – Protect and Enhance Metropolitan Greenbelt
In addition to projects and
management matters referred to
above, all Green Belt sites
managed for informal recreation
and protection of nature
conservation interests should seek
to enhance pedestrian and cycle
links.

+

++

++

+

+

+

++

+

Commentary
The integrity and sustainable management of Metropolitan Greenbelt is essential in meeting the range of SA Objectives, as can be seen from the range of positive benefits the appraisal process
outlines. Access to open green spaces is vital in helping to tackle health inequalities, creating places that people want to live in and building a wider sense of ‘tranquility’.
Suggested Changes
•

No significant changes can be recommended as an output of the Appraisal process, however the positive benefits of Greenbelt and its links to such issues as holistic health and well being
could be emphasised in an emerging policy.
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5.2 – Protect and Enhance Metropolitan Open Land (MOL)
(a) Acton Park – development of a
district park encompassing public
parkland and private playing fields.

+

+

++

++

++

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

(b) Land in Park Royal:
• Twyford Abbey – creation of
public park to serve residents and
workers, consistent with Heritage
Land designation.

+

++

++

++

++

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

(c) Land along A406:
• Hanger Hill – development of a
district park, encompassing the
public park, former Fox Reservoir
and playing fields;
management of the remainder of
the land for nature conservation,
and beech planting alongside
North Circular Road.
• Ealing Common – management
for informal recreation, amenity
nature conservation and
occasional public events.
(d) Ealing Green, Walpole Park,
Culmington tennis enclosure and
Lammas Park – integrated
management as a district
park, protecting historic park and
heritage land status (Walpole
Park).
(e) Hanwell cemeteries:
maintenance of nature
conservation value and dignity of
secluded cemeteries with eventual
possibility of open space use;
public realm improvements along
A4020 frontages.

+

+

+

++

++

++

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+ ++

++

++

++

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

++

+

++

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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5.2 – Protect and Enhance Metropolitan Open Land (MOL)
(f) Brent River Park and adjacent
MOL (see also Initial Proposal 2.9
above):
• Brent River Park (BRP) sensitive management of this
public parkland for amenity, nature
conservation use, and as
flood plain; scope for more
intensive outdoor recreation uses
in the vicinity of Gurnell pool,
++
subject to addressing flood
risk issues; improved athletics
track and sports facilities.
• Norwood Green – Osterley: farm
management to enhance nature
conservation, education, tourism &
recreation,
including respecting heritage land
designation due to association with
Osterley Park.

+

+

++

+

++

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

(g) Horsenden Hill Metropolitan
Park: management for nature
conservation and informal
recreation; protection and
enhancement of the canal side,
with improved community facilities
at Horsenden Farm.

+

+

++

+

++

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

++

Commentary
Highly positive impacts can be seen across the SA Objectives. However for proposal (b), in respect of Twyford Abbey, it is understood that such improvements may be achieved through some form
of enabling development of the abbey building and grounds. Whilst public access will significantly improve, some loss of open space may be necessary.
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5.3 – Protect and Enhance Green Corridors
(a) Grand Union Canal (including
the towpath, associated land and
small related areas): protection as
a nature conservation Site of
Metropolitan Importance and an
urban conservation area.

+

+

+

+

+

++ ++

+

+

++

+

+

+

+

(b) Railway lines i.e. ‘overground’
lines (main inter-city line,
Greenford Branch Line, North
London Line, Marylebone Line and
Brentford Line) and London
Underground lines (Central, District
and Piccadilly lines): management
of green cuttings, embankments
and verges with broadening when
adjacent to green space.

+

+

+

+

+

++ ++

+

+

++

+

+

+

+

(c) Road Network: protection and
enhancement of landscaped
corridors, including additional
planting where possible.
Where feasible footpaths and cycle +
paths to be incorporated within the
corridor, with landscaping providing
a buffer
between road edge.

+

+

+

++ ++

+

+

++

+

++

+

+

(d) River Brent: management of the
corridor from the northern
+
boundary of Brent River Park to the
borough boundary.

+

+

+

++ ++

+

+

++

+

+

+

+

+

Commentary
As well as reducing noise impacts, green corridors alongside transport routes create a pleasant, enhanced environment benefiting biodiversity and habitat creation.
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5.4 – Protect the Natural Environment – Biodiversity & Geodiversity
(a) Protection of the network of
Nature Conservation sites in the
borough, based on the Mayor of
London’s Nature
Conservation review 2007.
Biodiversity will be considered in
the management of all green
+
spaces, including parks, gardens,
private amenity space, cemeteries,
green corridors and other
incidental areas, and where
development is proposed in or
adjacent to such spaces.

+

+

+ ++ ++ +

+

+

+

(b) Horsenden Hill – site of
regional importance for
geodiversity: protection and
enhancement of the site,
consistent with national and
regional policy.

+

+

+ ++ ++ +

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Commentary
Protection and enhancement of the natural environment is fundamentally linked to positive well being, quality of life, and fostering a sense of pride in local areas. The protection of geological and
biodiversity interests is vital if the Borough is to retain its character and environmental quality into the future.
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+

5.5 – Promote Parks, Sports, Outdoor Recreation and Travel
(a) Protection of playing fields
(both public and private – including
Community Open Space) and
other green space
needed for sport, and of land
required for gardening, walking,
jogging and other outdoor
recreation; Requirement for
community use of play space
within school premises. Where a
particular open space use is no
longer required, the land will be
utilised for an alternative open
space use rather than for buildings.

+

+

+

++ ++

+

+

+

+

+

(b) Provision of new green space in
areas of open space deficiency,
and to meet the open space needs
arising from new development,
+
including at Southall Gas Works
and Southern Gateway (Park
Royal).

+

+

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

(c) Development of a sports hub,
with a range of sports provision
adjoining Gurnell Pool, and
development of several ‘satellite
sites’ located strategically to serve
communities across the borough.

+

?

++

+

?

+

+

+

(d) Provision of a network of green
ways through parks and open
spaces as a means of encouraging
walking and cycling and running for
recreation and to get to and from
local destinations.

+

+

++ ++

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

++

+

+
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Commentary
Promoting Parks, Sports, Outdoor Recreation and Travel fulfills a broad range of SA Objectives
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5.6 – Provide Additional Burial Land
The Council will seek to protect
existing sites, maximise their use
(including consideration for reuse),
and identify additional burial land
located to serve those parts of the
borough experiencing significant
shortage.

+

+

Commentary
The Initial Proposal to provide additional burial land is essential with a growing population, and as the use of existing sites is maximized.
Although positive in sustainability terms, further details are required regarding the location of additional facilities, in order to fully assess this proposal.

Suggested Changes
•

As the policies progress, provide further detail regarding the location of additional facilities
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6.1 – Physical Infrastructure
The Infrastructure Plan will identify
and promote improvements in the
following categories of physical
infrastructure required to support
the planned development of the
borough to 2026.
+

?

?

?

+

+

?

? ++ +

+

?

+

Transport - identify and promote
improvements needed to and from
identified development hubs,
which will include enhancing northsouth links within the borough.
Utilities – identify and promote
improvements needed in respect
of water use, sewerage and
sustainable urban drainage;
energy use and the contribution
made by renewable energy on a
site by site and a neighbourhood
basis; linking waste management
to other aspects of physical
infrastructure.

Public Realm – Identify and
promote improvements to the
streetscape to provide a high
quality, coherent and uncluttered
+
landscape for pedestrians, cyclists
and road users and to complement
other infrastructure.
Historic Legacy – Identify and
promote improvements to heritage
areas and buildings that will reveal
and reinforce their national and
local importance.

+

?

++

++

++

+

+

+

+/?

+

+

+

++
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Commentary
Appraisal of the Proposals for Physical Infrastructure results in a range of positive local impacts. A question mark arises over proposal 15; whilst there are positive improvements in relation to
pedestrian and cycling infrastructure, there is accompanying improvement of roads. It is not entirely clear that the proposals would reduce the use of the private car.
Suggested Changes
•

As the strategy develops, more detail will be required in relation to discouraging the private car, as well as providing alternatives.
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6.2 – Social and Community Infrastructure
Social and community
infrastructure includes affordable
housing, education, children’s
services, provision for older
people and independent living,
health care, employment,
community safety, culture, leisure
and community services (including
libraries, community centres,
police, fire, ambulance facilities,
cemeteries, courts, places of
worship.) The
++ ++ ++ +
following requirements have been
identified to date:

+

+

++ ++ ++

++

+

+

+ ++

+

Education – Increase capacity at
primary and high schools and
provide new schools for the
increase in population where
capacity cannot be met. Deliver
planned increases in capacity at
existing schools. Plan for good
bus and rail links for high schools
that have a wide catchment area.
Children’s Services - Provide
Children’s Centres within walking
distance to every home as the
central point for provision of
children’s services. Six new
children’s centres are required to
provide a total of 28 centres to
++ +
cater for the existing population.
These centres may need to be
enlarged as the projected
housing/population growth targets
are delivered. The services
offered by each centre may differ

+
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6.2 – Social and Community Infrastructure
but they should ideally co-locate
with other services to provide
‘one-stop-shops’ for young people.
Leisure - Retain Ealing as the
green heart of West London and
improve access to open and built
leisure uses e.g. through colocation with other services. The
targets for housing and
employment development provide
an opportunity to modernise and
improve facilities, but they also
place pressure on the
environment. Links between future
leisure provision and the
health/PCT agenda are vital in
++
improving the health and wellbeing of the existing and new
population.

++

++ ++ ++ ++ +

+

+

+

++

The Council’s own assets and
land can be used to stimulate
development and provide much of
the land for local infrastructure.
These assets can have added
value if they provide
accommodation for other local
service providers –
health, sports and leisure etc
Commentary
Proposals for social and community infrastructure will ensure that services will be provided to a broad section of the community, with increased education, children’s services and leisure facilities
potentially addressing the wider determinants of health in the Borough. Proposals will provide extra training and education opportunities, supporting sustainable economic growth and promoting
cultural and community identity.
Suggested Changes
•

As the Strategy progresses, provide a more detailed spatial portrait of current deficiencies and anticipated future need across the range of social and community infrastructure. Such
trajectories would also need to be accompanied by delivery vehicles and timescales / triggers for implementation.
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+

+

+

+

+

+

++

+ ++ +/? +

+

+

+

++

+

6.3 – Green Infrastructure
The Infrastructure Plan will identify
improved/enhanced provision and
maintenance of:
• Open Space (including Parks,
Green Belt, Metropolitan Open
Land and Green corridors) –
provide new green spaces to
address identified deficiencies in
areas of play, local and district
park deficiencies, and to
implement projects to enhance
and increase access to and
utilisation of parks, Green Belt and
MOL.

• Canal/waterways - The River
Brent and Grand Union Canal are
situated within/adjacent to
MOL/Green Corridor respectively.
Improvements to the associated
open space as outlined above will
enhance access to and utilisation
of the Brent River Park and Grand
Union Canal.

+

+

+

++

++ ++ ++

+/?

+

++

Commentary
The positive benefits of green infrastructure across the SA Objectives is extensive, protecting and enhancing landscape quality, potentially reducing health inequalities, protecting public open spaces
and the natural environment through to supporting sustainable economic growth. The appraisal process shows green infrastructure to be at the heart of sustainability.
Suggested Changes
•

The proposal could make reference to the Open Space Strategy

•

The principles of green infrastructure networks and connectivity should be elaborated within the proposal, with more detail given as to other elements of green infrastructure (e.g. habitats
and biodiversity). The proposal should clearly advocate why green infrastructure is a strategic priority within the Strategy; this may involve reference to such objectives as reducing health
inequalities, or enhancing air and environmental quality.
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12. Headlines from Matrices
The appraisal process has identified areas where the Development Strategy is performing strongly with regard to the Council’s
Sustainability Objectives, as well as areas of uncertainty, and areas for improvement. These headlines consolidate the key findings
from the matrices:
Strengths
•
•
•
•

Supporting sustainable economic growth
Provision of housing
Provision of employment land
Physical, Green and Community Infrastructure

Uncertainties
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The impact of development upon noise and air pollution is not specifically recognised
Health and health inequalities are not specifically recognised. In light of the Wanless Report, Marmot Review and the
Emerging Health PPS, it would be expected to take a higher prominence within the Strategy.
Quality of Life / Tranquillity not specifically recognised
Accessibility – particularly in terms of physical access
Inclusive communities for all age groups
No spatial expression of climate change policy
Policy specificity / detail including reference to evidence base and justifications
Crime impacts
How will arts and culture be promoted?

Negative effects
•
•

Opportunities to improve and enhance green and open spaces are not always recognised in area based policies
Possible negative environmental impacts of intensified infrastructure development, housing and employment.
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13. Recommendations
Overall, the SA concluded that the general impact of the Development Strategy on the 19 sustainability objectives is likely to be
positive. However, it suggests that policy drafting could improve its performance even further. Headline issues are summarised
below alongside the suggested approaches, mitigation measures and policy amendments that might deal with them as the plan
develops:
General Recommendations
The following general recommendations are made for the development of the Strategy:
Issue
The impact of development upon noise and air pollution is not
specifically recognised

Health and health inequalities are not specifically recognised. In
light of the Wanless Report, Marmot Review and the Emerging
Health PPS, it would be expected to take a higher prominence
within the Strategy.

Suggested Approach
Whilst the Development Management DPD will contain policies
that seek to address cumulative impacts, there is the option to
map noise and air pollution across the borough and develop
spatial policies, highlighting specific areas.
Health Impacts Assessment (HIA), Proposal / Policy on health,
mapping of health inequalities, ‘food deserts’, and areas of
health deprivation. (Available from annual PCT Public Health
Report).

Quality of Life / Tranquillity not specifically recognised

Incorporation of noise mapping and highlighting areas for
enhancement.

Accessibility – particularly in terms of physical access

Proposal / policy for accessibility, modification of Scoping Report
Indicator
Reference to Lifetime Homes Standard, and to meeting the
needs of different age groups.
Climate Change ‘Green Zones’ or areas of opportunity for
decentralised networks. Also, as a London borough with a
significant industrial land portfolio, policies should seek to

Inclusive communities for all age groups
No spatial expression of climate change policy
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Opportunities to improve and enhance green and open spaces
are not always recognised
Policy specificity / detail

market and promote Ealing as a focus for green industry,
creating a distinctive aspiration for future development.
Additional references within policies e.g. for regeneration areas
and local centres redevelopment.
Whilst aspirations provide a clear ambition, it is not always clear
how elements might be delivered. If work is being undertaken in
this regard (e.g. through evidence base documents such as the
IDP; then make clear reference).
Provide spatial level detail

Crime impacts

Reference to designing out crime, however this will be expanded
upon in the emerging development management document
Further incorporation of cultural aspirations within proposals.
Modification / refinement of relevant Sustainability Objectives
and Indicators in the Scoping Report. Focus on assets e.g. Film
and Media.

Cultural strategy unclear

Specific Recommendations
The following recommendations are made in relation to specific proposals:
Proposal
1.1 Spatial Vision
for Ealing 2026

Commentary
Proposals perform strongly across the sustainability objectives, particularly with regard to
economic and housing objectives. However due to the provisional nature of some proposals
at this stage, there are some uncertainties that arise from a lack of specificity in the policies.
For instance, this is illustrated in the lack of detail regarding the type of jobs or the type of
housing which the policy envisages. Or, indeed what type of historic character is to be
retained, and how. The lack of specificity here makes it problematic to judge the extent to
which the policy would meet the criteria for the objectives.
Minimising detrimental noise impacts (Objective 5), is problematic to relate to the broad
nature of the Vision. At this stage in time the policies propose an intensification of the existing

Suggested Changes
•

As initial proposals they present positive aspirations e.g. in
historic character (part e) however as the Strategy
progresses they shall require further specificity that goes
beyond national or regional policy, providing greater local
level spatial detail.

•

It is Difficult to address noise spatially. There could
nonetheless be reference to specific areas of concern.
Reference to noise attenuation could be made somewhere
within the vision, or within the other policy chapters. The
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housing, employment and transport infrastructure in the Borough. Whilst this would suggest
an associated noise level increase, this would be highly dependent upon the context of each
development, and where deemed necessary, the type of noise attenuation measures
developed for a scheme. So, at this stage, the appraisal process can only realistically
produce a question mark.
The provision of infrastructure and services ‘where and when needed’, is perhaps too vague;
there could be a reference made here to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan to elaborate and
recognise that infrastructure will be delivered in a planned rather than reactionary manner.

emerging Development Management Document will provide
policies to control impacts on a site basis.
•

Ensure adequate reference is made to the planned delivery
of infrastructure through the Infrastructure Delivery Plan,
rather than ‘where and when needed’ which implies a
reactionary rather than planned approach.

•

Consider making reference to education and training, or to
crime / safety, and how planning might address these
issues.

•

Reference to Climate Change Mitigation/Adaptation

•

Incorporate Sustainability Objective 13 (enhance existing
buildings and facilities, and encourage the reuse /
remediation of vacant land and under-utilised buildings) into
Proposal (a), and make reference to the Housing Needs
Study.

•

Consider revising SA Objective 14 to reflect the fact that
planning has limited control over waste reduction

•

Revise Initial Proposal (f) to include more significant
references to sustainable transport

•

For proposal (b), as the policy emerges, it would be useful to
give some greater detail of the types of employment

Community facilities [proposal (g)] are potentially positive for Objective 2 if they encompass
community participation facilitation.
There is no reference to education or training within the Vision, or to crime, fear of crime and
anti social behaviour.
Lack of reference to Climate Change mitigation/adaptation

1.2 Delivery of
the Vision for
Ealing 2026

Initial proposal (e) ‘Provision of appropriate social, physical and green infrastructure’
performs particularly strongly, addressing a large proportion of the indicators across the SA
framework.
Sustainability Objective 13 (enhance existing buildings and facilities, and encourage the
reuse / remediation of vacant land and under-utilised buildings) is not incorporated into
proposal (a). Also notable is the fact that there is no reference to the Housing Needs Study
that will evidence this policy.
Provisions within proposal (b) are made to handle waste but not necessarily to reduce the
overall volume handled, so in its present form the proposal fails to achieve the criteria for
Indicator 14 as it does not have regard to waste reduction and recycling. With the exception
of requiring the reuse of construction and demolition waste, planning will have a limited
influence on waste reduction. Perhaps this highlights the need to revise the SA objective
rather than the policy itself. The proposal will however have a positive impact in terms of
waste recycling, as it seeks to secure adequate provision for waste management facilities
(i.e. recycling/processing facilities). This also promotes self sufficiency, as at present all of
our waste is sent out of London for either landfill or processing. Assessment of proposal (b)
also results in questions over noise (Indicator 5) and climate change issues (Indicator 11);
there is the potential for these to be addressed but they are not explicitly mentioned within the
proposal.
Proposal (f) might be considered too car focussed, and could elaborate further regarding
sustainable modes of transport.

2.1 Realising the
potential of the

Realising the potential of the Uxbridge Road / Crossrail Corridor is seen to have a variety of
positive implications across the SA Framework. Objectives 16 (Promoting Local employment
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Uxbridge Road /
Crossrail
Corridor

opportunities, training and skills attainment) and 17 (supporting sustainable economic growth)
in particular are addressed by several of the Initial Proposals.
No reference is made to the essential infrastructure required to support this development,
without which, the proposal could have a negative impact against various objectives.
Despite some obvious benefits, it is unclear as to whether Indicator 16 can be fulfilled by
Initial Proposal (b) as it is not indicated what types of employment will be developed, and for
which groups.

2.2 Regenerate
Acton Town
Centre

envisaged. Objective 16 makes reference to employment
opportunities ‘for all groups’, also to improving earning levels
and skills attainment. As the policy progresses and the
Employment Land Review become available, a more
detailed breakdown of the job types envisaged would make
appraisal of the aforementioned more productive.
•

Make further reference to the essential infrastructure
required to support development in the corridor

If Objective 5 is to be met within proposal (c) then new routes will require sensitive design
and planning to reduce / mitigate the effects of noise. Meeting Objectives 10 and 11 for
proposal (c) depends upon the accompanying implementation of travel plans, the standard
and cleanliness of public transport, along with accompanying disincentives for private car
use.

•

For proposal (c), more detail could be provided of how
sensitive design and planning could reduce / mitigate the
effects of noise on the Uxbridge Road or other areas with
noise issues. Meeting Objectives 10 and 11 for proposal (c)
depends upon the accompanying implementation of travel
plans, the standard and cleanliness of public transport, along
with accompanying disincentives for private car use. Make
these more explicit within the proposal.

Analysis of the Initial Proposals suggests that regeneration of Acton Town Centre would have
positive benefits across the majority of the SA Framework Objectives. However there are
several issues that the appraisal process has recognised. For Proposal (a), there is a
question mark raised over Indicator 2 due to the fact that community facilities are mentioned
within the initial proposal, however, because these are not specified in any detail it is unclear
as to whether they would have any impact upon community involvement, voluntary and
partnership working. Within this Initial Proposal there is no mention of open space provision.

•

Either within Initial Proposal 2.2 (a) or elsewhere within the
Strategy, make reference to how SA objectives such as
ensuring community involvement, voluntary and partnership
working will be actualised.

•

Incorporate provision of Open / Green Space within
Regeneration of the Acton Town Centre, be this through
pocket parks, incidental green space or other.

•

Harness the opportunity to incorporate measures for
enhancing biodiversity and habitats (addressing SA
Objective 9) through the creation of new open space in
proposal (e).

•

The outputs of the Sustainability Appraisal have not
indicated specific areas for improvement, however because
75% of the Objectives are not recognised in this proposal,

For Proposal (d), Objective 5 is uncertain; whilst the increased provision of public transport
infrastructure may have positive effects, (providing alternatives to private car use), the
intensification of development in the area may increase existing levels of noise. It would be
anticipated that effects would be minimised through sensitive urban design and noise
mitigation measures however as yet, for this proposal, and others, no regard has yet been
made to noise.
For Proposal (e), Objective 9 (Protect and enhance the natural environment and biodiversity)
has not been sufficiently considered, despite its potential relevance. The creation of new
open space is particularly welcomed, but may still not be sufficient to meet provision
standards.

2.3 Regenerate
South Acton

The Initial Proposal performs strongly with regard to Objectives 6, 13, 16, 17 and 19, however
is still broad at this stage, with more detail required as to what ‘an attractive and popular
residential locality’ might consist of. This will be appraised further through the SA of the Sites
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DPD.

2.4 Regenerate
the Acton Main
Line Station area

These Initial Proposals are still at a broad level and so difficult to appraise aside from obvious
aspects, for example for proposal ‘(b)’ that regeneration will take place on previously
developed land. There are questions over the impact of rail, bus and cement works on air and
noise pollution (Objectives 5 and 10). Whilst development may improve on current standards
(e.g. cleaner buses) there may equally be the possibility that intensification of industrial
processes (e.g. at the cement works) could be detrimental on air and noise pollution.

more specificity could be provided to address the range of
objectives to be met through sustainable development.

•

Further detail is required with these objectives, particularly
for proposal (c) as detailed above. The Strategy, (or other
appropriate DPD’s) should also promote the reuse of
aggregates on site.

•

Incorporation of air and noise pollution considerations within
this policy or elsewhere.
Inclusion of residential development within proposal (a) for
clarity, as this is envisaged.
Explanation of how points (a) and (c) might be made
compatible
For Proposal (b), development of the different Quarters,
build a more refined picture of what the different roles and
characteristics are and what the best distribution of
development might be. If this requires more detailed study,
consider the possibility of developing further evidence base
work, or an Area Action Plan.

Proposal (c) requires careful management to minimise impact in terms of noise and air
pollution. Note too that whilst identifying aggregate distribution points is important, the
strategy (or other appropriate DPD’s) should also promote the reuse of aggregates on site.

2.5 Regenerate
Ealing Town
Centre

The Regeneration of Ealing Town Centre would have major positive impacts across local and
regional scales. It would support sustainable economic growth, encourage the reuse /
remediation of vacant land and under utilised buildings, and promote cultural and community
identity as a central focus for the area. For proposal (d), impact on Objectives 10 and 11 may
be positive if transport users turn from private car and take up walking / cycling and public
transport options.
It is noted that (a) also incorporates a significant element of residential development,
although not included in the proposal as worded here. There is potential incompatibility
between (a) and (c); is it possible to accommodate significant growth in the town centre whilst
safeguarding and enhancing good urban design?

•
•
•

For several of the proposals, there are some uncertainties surrounding development
implications on noise (Objective 5) and air pollution (Objective 10).
Proposal (b) requires refinement.

2.6 Regenerate
the Green Man
Lane Estate

The Regeneration of the Green Man Lane Estate performs strongly in terms of improving
access to well designed, affordable, inclusive and appropriately located housing, (Objective
6), enhancing existing buildings and facilities, and encouraging the reuse / remediation of
vacant land and under utilised buildings (Objective 13) and promoting cultural and community
identity (Objective 19). The proposal is accompanied by broader SA Objectives through the
supporting text. This proposal largely involves the redevelopment of the estate, rather than
renovation/refurbishment. Whilst reuse/refurbishment is often deemed to be more
sustainable when compared to redevelopment, redevelopment may allow us to achieve much
higher standards in terms of sustainable design and construction.

•

To realise the regeneration potential of this estate, the
emerging policy could have more detailed regard to a range
of the SA Objectives, for example in improving employment
and training opportunities, community involvement and
partnership working, and to supporting access to services.
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2.7 Enhance and
Consolidate
Hanwell Town
Centre

2.8 Regenerate
Southall Town
Centre

Initial Proposal 2.7 ‘Enhance and Consolidate Hanwell Town Centre’ would have positive
impacts across a broad range of the SA Objectives including the local historic environment,
enhancing existing buildings and facilities and encouraging the reuse / remediation of vacant
land and underutilised buildings. Sustainable economic growth would be supported by new
jobs, improved infrastructure and enhanced greenspace. There are however uncertainties
over the potential increase in noise pollution, and the impact of development on air quality
and climate change. There is the potential for the shift to sustainable transport modes to
result in improvements in air quality (Objective 10) and reduce contributions to climate
change (Objective 11). There is potential for green space enhancements to have a positive
impact upon air quality (Objective 10) and reduce contributions to climate change (Objective
11), however ‘improving’ parking provision implies increasing; if this is the case then an
increase in use of private vehicles would have a detrimental effect upon Objectives 10 and
11. Objective 15 is potentially negative for this initial proposal, due to the implied increase in
parking provision, which may encourage / facilitate vehicular dependency.

•

Regeneration of Southall Town Centre would have positive impacts in enhancing existing
buildings and facilities and encouraging the reuse / remediation of vacant land and
underutilised buildings, promoting local employment and supporting local economic growth.
Additional community facilities, provision of new homes, jobs and transport infrastructure also
helps in meeting a broad range of Sustainability Objectives.

•

Provide detail of how low car housing could be developed.
Note that Development Management DPD should set out
parking standards

•

Harness the opportunity to deliver new or enhanced public
open spaces and green spaces within town centre
regeneration, and as part of the Southall Gas Works
redevelopment proposal.

•

Specify what ‘facilities’ might constitute in the development

•

Make provision for noise implications to be mitigated

•
•

For proposal (a) there is some uncertainty over indicators 5, 10, 11 and 15; the proposal for
enhanced public transport infrastructure is countered by the increased private car facilitation.
The impact of noise and the potential for increased air pollution is not recognised in the
policy. No reference is given to enhancing green spaces

2.9 Regenerate
the Havelock
Area

Proposals for the regeneration of the Havelock Area would improve access to housing, open
land and employment opportunities. With an upgrade to the security of the existing park
between the railway and canal, regeneration would potentially create a safer place to live. For
Proposal (b) it is not specified what ‘facilities’ shall constitute; so there is an element of
uncertainty as to whether Indicator 1 can be met. Indicator 5 is uncertain because the extra
moorings and workshops detailed in the proposal have the potential to increase noise levels.

Address the potential impacts of noise and air pollution
within the policy or elsewhere
Provide detail of how parking provision might be capped to
ensure detrimental effects upon Objectives 5, 10, 11 and 15
are minimised.
Reference to pedestrian access (walkability)

For proposal (b), although configuration of uses is unclear from the proposal, and still needs
to be determined, it is noted that there could be a partial loss of a site of importance for
nature conservation.

3.1 Realising the
potential of the
A40 Corridor and
Park Royal

Realising the potential of the A40 Corridor and Park Royal has positive implications across
several objectives including employment and housing, but as the proposal stands, fails to
impact upon 60% of the SA Objectives.

•

The emerging policy could have more detailed regard to a
range of the SA Objectives.
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3.2 From Northolt
to Perivale,
Safeguard
Employment
Land Along the
A40 Corridor

3.3 Promote
Business &
Industry in Park
Royal

3.4 Southern
Gateway

3.5 Greenford
Town Centre
3.6 Greenford
Station &
Westway Cross

Safeguarding Employment Land along the A40 Corridor from Northolt to Perivale would
support sustainable economic growth, and encourage the reuse / remediation of vacant land
and under utilised buildings. Diversion of heavy vehicles from roads with residential frontages
would minimise noise impacts, as would the increased use of the Grand Union Canal for
freight transport, relieving pressure on the road network. There is some uncertainty with
regard to Objectives 10 and 11; whilst the proposal incorporates the diversion of traffic and
the promotion of alternative sustainable transport modes, the improvements are still likely to
increase noise and pollution within the corridor.

•

Within the policy, there is the potential to recognise noise
issues in the A40 corridor, however, the Development
Management DPD policies will aim to manage noise on a
site basis.

•

Detail how the evidence base for this Initial Proposal will be
compiled (i.e. the Employment Land Review, Development
Sites DPD)

The promotion of business and industry in Park Royal would support sustainable economic
growth, local employment opportunities and along with the development of an interchange
station, would encourage sustainable modes of transportation. The supporting text to the
policy covers some of the broader SA objectives surrounding design and climate change
mitigation. There is little specificity as to the breakdown of types of employment use, the level
of mix or a phasing timescale for delivery of projects (e.g. rail interchange projects). It is
stated that ‘tackling climate change will be encouraged’. This does not add any detail to
national, regional or existing local policy, and would require further detail to be of policy value.

•

As the Strategy progresses, a more detailed breakdown of
employment uses would be expected, as would a phasing
timescale for delivery of the rail interchange projects

•

Stating that ‘tackling climate change will be encouraged’
could be replaced by providing spatial level detail of how
this might take place – e.g. zoning for district heating
projects

The Southern Gateway Initial Proposal meets the majority of SA objectives positively;
however there are uncertainties over objectives 5, 10, 11 and 12, with objectives 2, 4 and 14
not identified as impacted upon. There is some concern as to whether open space provision
is adequate to accommodate the needs of proposed growth

•

Development will have to be designed innovatively if open
space needs are to be met

The Initial Proposal for Greenford Town Centre performs strongly across the SA Objectives,
however includes no reference to public space.

•

There is scope to protect and enhance public space.

The Proposals for Greenford Station and Westway Cross present benefits across the SA
Objectives. The promotion of high density development around the station maximises its use
as a transport hub and encourages sustainable transport modes. Pedestrian, cycling and
sustainable transport links could have very positive effects on health if people choose to turn
to modes of transport which incorporate physical exercise and discourage use of the private
car. However many issues are still not clear at this stage, such as associated open space
provision in new development. This should be identified in the Emerging Development
Management DPD.
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Note that the site is presently designated for employment purposes. The release of this site
for other uses could therefore reduce the employment potential of site.

3.7
Neighbourhood
Shopping
Centres at East
Acton, Park
Royal, Perivale &
Northolt
3.8 Residential
Neighbourhoods

For Proposal (a), it is slightly unclear how Indicator 1 would be met, as the Initial Proposal is
not entirely specific at this stage. If ‘appropriate development’ included health, community or
local services, then the indicator would be met. The proposals perform strongly with regard to
enhancing existing buildings and facilities, and encouraging the reuse / remediation of vacant
land and under utilized buildings.

•

For Proposal (a), specify what ‘appropriate development’
might encompass

•

Specify what type of development will be encouraged and
when (phasing)

•

Detail what the needs of the Gypsy, Roma and Traveller
communities constitute, and make clearer the anticipated
need as is set out in regional policy and the London Wide
Needs Assessment

This proposal aims to address a broad range of objectives, however like several others
requires further specificity. What form ‘infrastructure development’ and ‘service planning’
might take is unclear.

•

Detail of what infrastructure development and service
planning might constitute.

What ‘appropriate’ employment / mixed use might constitute is unclear. Potential loss of
employment land capacity is noted if a mixed use scheme is promoted. What ‘development’
at the Westway Cross shopping centre constitutes is unclear. Any increase in retail capacity
is unlikely to be viewed as sustainable development.

•

Build upon detail as the strategy progresses

The Initial Proposals for Residential Neighbourhoods should improve the satisfaction of
residents with their neighbourhoods as a place to live, and preserve and enhance the local
historic environment and cultural heritage. The proposals should also improve access to
housing, enhance / remediate existing buildings, although in most instances this may involve
the wholesale demolition and redevelopment of these areas as opposed to refurbishment.
Whilst redevelopment may offer the opportunity to significantly increase the efficiency of the
stock, it is generally preferable in sustainability terms to refurbish buildings.
Development proposals could contribute to promoting cultural and community identity. It
should be noted though that the proposals only cover 25% of the SA Objectives. It is not clear
from the proposals what type of development will be encouraged and when (phasing), and
what the ‘needs’ of the Gypsy, Roma and Traveller communities constitute. According to the
Draft Replacement London Plan the Borough will require 26 sites, with the Minor Alteration to
the consultation draft replacement to the London Plan suggesting 7 sites. This would suggest
that the Strategy would need to do more than just ‘consider extra provision’.

4.1 Enhance
Residential
Hinterlands
4.2 Regenerate
Greenford Green
& Renew
Employment
Sites
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4.3 Regenerate
Greenford Depot

4.4 Promote
North – South
Links

5.1 Protect and
Enhance
Metropolitan
Greenbelt
5.2 Protect and
Enhance
Metropolitan
Open Land
(MOL)
5.3
Protect and
Enhance Green
Corridors
5.4
Protect the
Natural
Environment –

It is difficult to comment on the effects of this proposal due to the low level of detail at this
stage. Further details will however be provided as part of the Sites DPD. Based on work
completed to date, it is proposed that the site could accommodate a range of uses including
an enhanced waste facility, bus depot and residential accommodation.

•

As a single site, this initial proposal might be more
appropriately placed in the Sites Development Plan
Document, or as part of the preceding proposal

The promotion of north - south links will connect communities and improve access to
employment opportunities and essential services, however it is not discussed how access
may be enhanced. There are some uncertainties regarding the potential environmental
impact of infrastructure intensification

•

Positive benefits are clear from the proposed schemes,
however will require further detail as the Strategy
progresses, in particular with regard to delivery partners and
phasing.

•

Detail how environmental impacts of infrastructure
intensification might be dealt with at the local level

•

No significant changes can be recommended as an output of
the Appraisal process, however the positive benefits of
Greenbelt and its links to such issues as holistic health and
well being could be emphasised in an emerging policy.

The integrity and sustainable management of Metropolitan Greenbelt is essential in meeting
the range of SA Objectives, as can be seen from the range of positive benefits the appraisal
process outlines. Access to open green spaces is vital in helping to tackle health inequalities,
creating places that people want to live in and building a wider sense of ‘tranquility’.

Highly positive impacts can be seen across the SA Objectives

As well as reducing noise impacts, green corridors alongside transport routes create a
pleasant, enhanced environment benefiting biodiversity and habitat creation.

Protection and enhancement of the natural environment is fundamentally linked to positive
well being, quality of life, and fostering a sense of pride in local areas. The protection of
geological and biodiversity interests is vital if the Borough is to retain its character and
environmental quality into the future.
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Biodiversity &
Geodiversity
5.5 Promote
Parks, Sports,
Outdoor
Recreation and
Travel
5.6 Provide
Additional Burial
Land

Promoting Parks, Sports, Outdoor Recreation and Travel fulfills a broad range of SA
Objectives

The Initial Proposal to provide additional burial land is essential with a growing population,
and as the use of existing sites is maximized.

•

As the policies progress, provide further detail regarding the
location of additional facilities

Appraisal of the Proposals for Physical Infrastructure results in a range of positive local
impacts. A question mark arises over proposal 15; whilst there are positive improvements in
relation to pedestrian and cycling infrastructure, there is accompanying improvement of
roads. It is not entirely clear that the proposals would reduce the use of the private car.

•

As the strategy develops, more detail will be required in
relation to discouraging the private car, as well as providing
alternatives.

Proposals for social and community infrastructure will ensure that services will be provided to
a broad section of the community, with increased education, children’s services and leisure
facilities potentially addressing the wider determinants of health in the Borough. Proposals
will provide extra training and education opportunities, supporting sustainable economic
growth and promoting cultural and community identity.

•

As the Strategy progresses, provide a more detailed spatial
portrait of current deficiencies and anticipated future need
across the range of social and community infrastructure.
Such trajectories would also need to be accompanied by
delivery vehicles and timescales / triggers for
implementation.

The positive benefits of green infrastructure across the SA Objectives is extensive, protecting
and enhancing landscape quality, potentially reducing health inequalities, protecting public
open spaces and the natural environment through to supporting sustainable economic
growth. The appraisal process shows green infrastructure to be at the heart of sustainability.

•

The proposal could make reference to the Open Space
Strategy

•

The principles of green infrastructure networks and
connectivity should be elaborated within the proposal, with
more detail given as to other elements of green
infrastructure (e.g. habitats and biodiversity). The proposal
should clearly advocate why green infrastructure is a
strategic priority within the Strategy; this may involve
reference to such objectives as reducing health inequalities,

Although positive in sustainability terms, further details are required regarding the location of
additional facilities, in order to fully assess this proposal.

6.1 Physical
Infrastructure

6.2 Social and
Community
Infrastructure

6.3 Green
Infrastructure
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or enhancing air and environmental quality.

14. Future Work / Next Steps
The next stage (B3, Part 3) in the SA process will be to undertake an Appraisal of the Final Proposals published for consultation in
September 2010.
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Appendices
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Appendix 1 - Glossary of Terms
This Glossary is neither a statement of law nor an interpretation of the law, and its status is only as a guide and should not be used
as a source for statutory definitions.
Climate Change
Long-term changes in temperature, precipitation, wind and all other aspects of the Earth's climate. Often regarded as a result of
human activity and fossil fuel consumption.
Communities and Local Government
'Communities and Local Government' is the successor department to the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM). It is an
expanded department with a powerful new remit to promote community cohesion and equality, as well as responsibility for housing,
urban regeneration, planning and local government
Development Plan Document
Development Plan Documents are prepared by local planning authorities and outline the key development goals of the local
development framework.
Development Plan Documents include the core strategy and, where needed, area action plans. There will also be an adopted
proposals map that illustrates the spatial extent of policies that must be prepared and maintained to accompany all DPDs. All DPDs
must be subject to rigorous procedures of community involvement, consultation and independent examination, and adopted after
receipt of the inspector's binding report. Once adopted, development control decisions must be made in accordance with them
unless material considerations indicate otherwise. DPDs form an essential part of the Local Development Framework.
Development Strategy
The Core Strategy, a Development Plan Document setting out the spatial vision and strategic objectives of the planning framework
for an area, having regard to the Community Strategy (see also DPDs).
English Heritage
Government advisors with responsibility for all aspects of protecting and promoting the historic environment. English Heritage is
responsible for advising the government on the listing of historic buildings.
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Environment Agency
A government body that aims to prevent or minimise the effects of pollution on the environment and issues permits to monitor and
control activities that handle or produce waste. It also provides up-to-date information on waste management matters and deals
with other matters such as water issues including flood protection advice.
Evidence Base
The information and data gathered by local authorities to justify the "soundness" of the policy approach set out in Local
Development Documents, including physical, economic, and social characteristics of an area.
Habitat Directive
Article 6(3) and (4) of the European Communities (1992) Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of
wild fauna and flora (‘Habitat Directive’). The EU Habitats Directive and Birds Directive are implemented in the UK through the
Conservation (Natural Habitats) Regulations 1994 (as amended).
Habitat Directive Assessment (HDA)
Also known as an Appropriate Assessment (AA). An Assessment must be conducted if an initial scoping identifies sites listed under
the Directive.
Issues and Options
The non statutory ‘front loading’ stage in the development of a DPD. An authority publishes the document for consultation, setting
out the possible approaches it might take and the key decisions which will need to be made as the plan progresses.
Lifetime Homes Standards
Criteria developed by a group convened by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation in 1991 to help house builders produce new homes
flexible enough to deal with changes in life situations of occupants e.g. caring for young children, temporary injuries, declining
mobility with age.
Local Development Document
These include Development Plan Documents (which form part of the statutory development plan) and Supplementary Planning
Documents (which do not form part of the statutory development plan). LDDs collectively deliver the spatial planning strategy for
the local planning authority's area.
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Local Development Framework
The Local Development Framework (LDF) is a non-statutory term used to describe a folder of documents, which includes all the
local planning authority's local development documents. An LDF is comprised of:
• Development Plan Documents (which form part of the statutory development plan)
• Supplementary Planning Documents
The local development framework will also comprise of:
•
•
•
•

Statement of Community Involvement
Local Development Scheme
Annual Monitoring Report
Any Local Development Orders or Simplified Planning Zones that may have been added

Local Planning Authority
The local authority or council that is empowered by law to exercise planning functions. Often the local borough or district council.
National parks and the Broads authority are also considered to be local planning authorities. County councils are the authority for
waste and minerals matters.
Natural England
Natural England is the Government's statutory adviser on landscape in England, with responsibility for landscape designations such
as National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Heritage Coasts. Natural England is also concerned with England's
future landscapes, with involvement in planning policy and a range of environmental land management projects. Natural England
incorporates the former bodies of English Nature and the Countryside Agency.
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (PCPA)
The Act updates elements of the 1990 Town & Country Planning Act. The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 introduces:
•
•
•
•

a statutory system for regional planning
a new system for local planning
reforms to the development control and compulsory purchase and compensation systems
removal of crown immunity from planning controls.
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Planning Policy Guidance (PPG)
Issued by central government setting out its national land use policies for England on different areas of planning. These are
gradually being replaced by Planning Policy Statements.
Planning Policy Statement (PPS)
Issued by central government to replace the existing Planning Policy Guidance notes in order to provide greater clarity and to
remove from national policy advice on practical implementation, which is better expressed as guidance rather than policy.
Ramsar Sites
Sites designated under the European Ramsar Convention to protect wetlands that are of international importance, particularly as
waterfowl habitats.
Regional Assembly / Regional Planning Body (RPB)
Each of the English regions outside of London has a regional chamber that the regions generally call Regional Assemblies (not to
be confused with the term Elected Regional Assemblies). They are responsible for developing and co-ordinating a strategic vision
for improving the quality of life in a region. The assembly is responsible for setting priorities and preparing certain regional
strategies, including the Regional Spatial Strategy.
Regional Development Agency (RDA)
The nine Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) set up in the English regions are non-departmental public bodies. Their primary
role is as a strategic driver of regional economic development in their region. The RDAs aim is to:
•
•
•

Co-ordinate regional economic development and regeneration
Enable the regions to improve their relative competitiveness
Reduce the imbalances that exist within and between regions

Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS)
A strategy for how a region should look in 15 to 20 years time and possibly longer. The Regional Spatial Strategy identifies the
scale and distribution of new housing in the region, indicates areas for regeneration, expansion or sub-regional planning and
specifies priorities for the environment, transport, infrastructure, economic development, agriculture, minerals and waste treatment
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and disposal. Most former Regional Planning Guidance is now considered RSS and forms part of the development plan. Regional
Spatial Strategies are prepared by Regional Planning Bodies.
SA Objective
Ealing has 19 Sustainability Objectives, which were formulated through the Scoping Report. Divided into social, environmental and
economic categories, each of the objectives is used to appraise plans and policies in terms of their sustainability performance.
Scoping Report
This includes baseline information about Ealing and identifies key environmental and sustainability issues for the Borough. The
objectives and framework for conducting Sustainability Appraisals of plans and policies is set out in this report.
Securing the future – New UK Sustainable Development Strategy (2005)
The strategy builds on the 1999 strategy ‘A better quality of life: a strategy for sustainable development in the UK’. The strategy has
five basic principles and four agreed priorities, namely sustainable consumption and production, climate change, natural resource
protection and sustainable communities.
Special Areas for Conservation (SACs)
A site designated under the European Community Habitats Directive, to protect internationally important natural habitats and
species.
Special Protection Areas (SPAs),
Sites classified under the European Community Directive on Wild Birds to protect internationally important bird species.
Statutory consultees
Individuals or organisations that the local authority is bound to consult with by law (statute).
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)
An environmental assessment of certain plans and programmes, including those in the field of planning and land use, which
complies with the EU Directive 2001/42/EC. The environmental assessment involves:
• Preparation of an environmental report
• Carrying out of consultations
• Taking into account of the environmental report and the results of the consultations in decision making
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•
•

Provision of information when the plan or programme is adopted
Showing that the results of the environment assessment have been taken into account

Submission Document
A Development Plan Document submitted to the Secretary of State for independent examination by a government-appointed
planning inspector.
Sustainability Appraisal (SA)
An appraisal of the economic, environmental and social effects of a plan from the outset of the preparation process to allow
decisions to be made that accord with sustainable development.
Sustainable development
A widely used definition drawn up by the World Commission on Environment and Development in 1987: "Development that meets
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs." The government has set
out four aims for sustainable development in its strategy A Better Quality of Life, a Strategy for Sustainable Development in the
UK. The four aims, to be achieved simultaneously, are:
•
•
•
•

Social progress which recognises the needs of everyone
Effective protection of the environment
Prudent use of natural resources
Maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth and employment.
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Appendix 2 – SA Objectives Appraisal Matrix
Key

3

Compatible

2

Incompatible

?

Possible conflict

0

No links

16

17

18

19
Reduce waste generation and
increase waste recycling

Reduce vehicular dependency and
promote the use of sustainable
modes of transport

Promote local employment
opportunities, training and skills
attainment

Support sustainable economic
growth

Improve opportunities for education
and training

Promote cultural and community
identity

Improve air quality

Reduce contributions to and
vulnerability to climate change

Protect and enhance public open
space

Actively support inclusive access to
essential health, community and
local services

Promote community involvement,
voluntary and partnership working

Preserve and enhance the local
historic environment and cultural
heritage

Reduce crime, fear of crime and
antisocial behaviour

Minimise detrimental noise impacts

Improve access to well designed,
affordable, inclusive and
appropriately located housing

Reduce health inequalities and
promote healthy living

Protect and enhance the natural
environment and biodiversity

Improve water quality, conserve
water resources, and minimise the
impact of flooding

Enhance existing buildings and
facilities, and encourage the
reuse/remediation of vacant land and
under-utilised buildings

15
Sustainability
Appraisal
Objective

3
2

14
13
11

12
10
8

9
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

1
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7

3

3

0

0

3

3

8

3

3

3

3

3

?iii

Promote cultural and community
identity

3

Improve opportunities for education
and training

3

Support sustainable economic
growth

?i

Promote local employment
opportunities, training and skills
attainment

3

Reduce vehicular dependency and
promote the use of sustainable
modes of transport

3

Reduce waste generation and
increase waste recycling

6

Enhance existing buildings and
facilities, and encourage the
reuse/remediation of vacant land and
under-utilised buildings

0

Improve water quality, conserve
water resources, and minimise the
impact of flooding

?xii

Reduce contributions to and
vulnerability to climate change

0

Improve air quality

0

Protect and enhance the natural
environment and biodiversity

5

Protect and enhance public open
space

?ii

Reduce health inequalities and
promote healthy living
Improve access to well designed,
affordable, inclusive and
appropriately located housing
Minimise detrimental noise impacts

3

19
Reduce crime, fear of crime and
antisocial behaviour

3

18
Preserve and enhance the local
historic environment and cultural
heritage

4

17
Promote community involvement,
voluntary and partnership working

3

16
Actively support inclusive access to
essential health, community and
local services

?i

15
Sustainability
Appraisal
Objective

3
3

14
13
11

12
10
8

9
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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15

16

17

18

19
Reduce waste generation and
increase waste recycling

Reduce vehicular dependency and
promote the use of sustainable
modes of transport

Promote local employment
opportunities, training and skills
attainment

Support sustainable economic
growth

Improve opportunities for education
and training

Promote cultural and community
identity

0

0

3

0

3

2iv

3

3

10

3xiii

3

2xiv

0

0

?v

0

3

3

11

0

3

?vi

0

3

?vii

3

3

3

3

12

?viii

0

0

0

0

?viii

0

3

3

3

3

13

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

3

3

3

3

3

14

0

3

0

0

0

3

0

0

3

3

3

3

3

15

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Reduce contributions to and
vulnerability to climate change

Sustainability
Appraisal
Objective

Actively support inclusive access to
essential health, community and
local services

Promote community involvement,
voluntary and partnership working

Preserve and enhance the local
historic environment and cultural
heritage

Reduce crime, fear of crime and
antisocial behaviour

Minimise detrimental noise impacts

Improve access to well designed,
affordable, inclusive and
appropriately located housing

Protect and enhance the natural
environment and biodiversity

Improve air quality

Improve water quality, conserve
water resources, and minimise the
impact of flooding

Protect and enhance public open
space

9

3

Reduce health inequalities and
promote healthy living

Enhance existing buildings and
facilities, and encourage the
reuse/remediation of vacant land and
under-utilised buildings

14
13
11

12
10
8

9
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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19
Reduce waste generation and
increase waste recycling

Reduce vehicular dependency and
promote the use of sustainable
modes of transport

Promote local employment
opportunities, training and skills
attainment

Support sustainable economic
growth

Improve opportunities for education
and training

Promote cultural and community
identity

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

3

0

17

3

3

?ix

3

3

3

0

?

0

?

?

?x

3

0

3

18

3

3

3

3

19

3

3

3

3

Improve water quality, conserve
water resources, and minimise the
impact of flooding

3
0
3
3
0
3

3

3

3

0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0

0

0

3

Improve access to well designed,
affordable, inclusive and
appropriately located housing
Minimise detrimental noise impacts

Reduce crime, fear of crime and
antisocial behaviour
Preserve and enhance the local
historic environment and cultural
heritage
Promote community involvement,
voluntary and partnership working
Actively support inclusive access to
essential health, community and
local services
Sustainability
Appraisal
Objective

0

Enhance existing buildings and
facilities, and encourage the
reuse/remediation of vacant land and
under-utilised buildings

3

3

0

0

3

3
3

3

16

3

Reduce contributions to and
vulnerability to climate change

18
Improve air quality

17
Protect and enhance the natural
environment and biodiversity

16
Protect and enhance public open
space

15
Reduce health inequalities and
promote healthy living

14
13
11

12
10
8

9
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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Notes regarding compatibility of SA objectives:
i

Ensuring access and inclusion for all without causing harm to the historic environment will require careful attention to design
Designing out crime without causing harm to the historic environment will require careful attention to design
iii
This objective is likely to lead to new development; this may increase and/or improve the available public open space in the borough,
however, it may also result in a conflict where public open space is at risk from development.
iv
When ensuring access for all, with potential development of new facilities, the need to protect the natural environment must be taken into
account.
v
This objective is likely to lead to new development, which may result in increased pressure on the natural environment and potential loss of
habitat, this illustrates the conflict inherent in delivering the principles of sustainable development.
vi
An increase in housing and consequent population increase is likely to lead to increased air pollution from vehicles and domestic energy use,
however, sustainable design and construction of new development and/or improvements to existing dwellings may help to reduce air pollution.
vii
Adaptations to the effects of climate change and measures to reduce contributions to climate change may harm the historic environment and
will require sensitive design.
viii
This policy is likely to lead to new development; this may help to address and adapt to climate change through the use of sustainable design
and construction techniques, but if numbers of dwellings increase, it is likely to lead to increased contributions to climate change and increased
water usage and flood risk overall.
ix
Any new development potentially resulting from this objective must take into account the requirement to conserve water resources and prevent
flooding.
x
The local economy is likely to benefit from the attractive, historic local environment but conflict may arise due to requirements for new
business development where this may impact upon the historic character of the borough.
xi
Economic growth is likely to lead to development; this must be sensitively designed and sited to avoid impacting on water quality, water
resources or flood risk.
xii
The incorporation of noise mitigation measures could potentially be resisted, if physical works are required which could be considered
unsympathetic in terms of the historic fabric of the building.
xiii
Improvements in access to essential facilities could reduce the need to travel and therefore contribute to improvements in air quality.
xiv
The incorporation of air quality mitigation measures could potentially be prevented, where these require physical work that may be
considered unsympathetic in terms of the historic fabric of the building.
ii
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Appendix 3 – Refined SA Framework
Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator

Measurable
baseline data

Baseline table
reference

1. Actively support inclusive
access to essential health,
community and local services.

Will services be provided to a
broad section of the community,
e.g. youth/elderly?

Community centres providing
youth activities.

No data available

N/A

Number of accessible libraries.

10 out of 11.

15

Percentage of local authority
buildings accessible by disabled
people.

3.01%

15

Number of health centres with 3 or
more disciplines.

No data
available
84 (2005/06)

N/A
27

Number of opticians in the
borough.

30 (2005)

29

Number of dental surgeries in the
borough

58 (2005)

28

Access to other key services – No
indicator identified

N/A

63

Not identified - Survey of
residents’ satisfaction to be
undertaken shortly.

No data available

N/A

Will it improve the quality and
integration of health services?
Will it ensure that essential
services are accessible to those
without access to a car?

Will it improve the satisfaction
of residents with their
neighbourhood as a place to live?

Number of GP surgeries in the
borough.
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Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator

2. Promote community
involvement, voluntary and
partnership working.

Will increase community
participation in activities and the
democratic process?

Percentage of people voting in
Elections.

3. Preserve and enhance the
local historic environment and
cultural heritage.

Will it promote partnership
working?
Will it protect/enhance the
historic environment?

Measurable
baseline data
34.1% (May
2002)

Baseline table
reference

Percentage of adults surveyed (in
2002) who feel they can
influence decisions in their local
area
a) individually
b) by working together

a) 32%
b) 64%

70

Not identified

No data
available
2004:
Grade I – 6
Grade II – 512
Grade II* - 17

N/A

Number/percentage of listed
buildings on the Buildings at Risk
Register.

11 (2005)

101

Number of conservation areas

29 (2005)

87

Number of Scheduled Ancient
Monuments

7 (2004)

120

Number of Listed Buildings under
each grade

69

119

88

Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator

Measurable
baseline data

Baseline table
reference

Will it protect the quality of
designated historic landscapes
and townscapes?

Number of Heritage
Land/Registered Historic Garden
Designations.

3 Heritage land
designations in
the UDP (total
area: 0.65km2). 3
Gardens of
Special Historic
Interest (2005)

84

Number of local and strategic
viewpoints, views and landmarks
in the borough.

19 viewpoints
7 views

99

Number of archaeology priority
areas.

8 in Acton
9 in Ealing

Will it preserve and record
archaeological features?

13 landmarks
(2005)

100

2 in Hanwell

7 in Northolt
and Perivale
4 in Southall
(2005)
N/A

121

Overall crime rate (recorded crime
BCS comparator).

78.3 (2005/06)

34

Index of Multiple Deprivation 2004
by Super Output Area – Crime
(Rank 1 = most deprived, 32,482 =
least deprived.

Ealing 10,561
W. London
12,051
London 11,821
(2004)

37

Number and percentage of
archaeological sites at risk.
4. Reduce crime, fear of crime
and antisocial behaviour.

Will it reduce actual levels of
crime?

89

Proposed LDF SA Objective

5. Minimise detrimental noise
impacts.

Criteria

Indicator

Measurable
baseline data

Total notifiable offences (per 1000
households).

126

Baseline table
reference
35

Crime survey: burglary/burglary
from dwelling (per 1000
households).

5.1

33

Theft of/from motor vehicles
(per 1000 households).

22.6

32

Will it reduce the fear/perception
of crime?

Perception/fear of crime – no
indicator identified.

N/A

38

Will ambient
(environmental/industrial) noise
levels be reduced?

Number of noise complaints
received by LBE Environmental
Health Department for different
categories of noise.

Aircraft - 3
Road -15
Rail - 0
Commercial
noise -363
Alarms - 123
Domestic noise
-1477
Noise insulation
–6
(2004-2005)

Percentage of borough exposed
to noise levels above 60dB(A) in
the day.
Percentage of borough exposed
to noise levels above 60dB(A) at
night

17%

Will it reduce vehicular traffic noise?
Will it reduce the impact of air traffic
noise?
Will it reduce perceived noise
levels?

82

81

4%
81

90

Proposed LDF SA Objective

6. Improve access to well
designed, affordable, inclusive
and appropriately located
housing.

Criteria

Indicator
No indicator identified

Measurable
baseline data
N/A

Baseline table
reference
N/A

Will it promote best practice in
terms of noise minimisation and
attenuation in design?

Will it promote the appropriate
siting of development which
minimises the potential for
conflict with incompatible uses?
Will it improve the affordability
of housing?

No indicator identified

N/A

N/A

Number/percentage of housing
completions which are
affordable.

447 affordable
homes
completed
(31% of total
homes
completed)
(2007/08)
11.2 (2006)

54

Affordable Housing Ratio
(house price/earnings
affordability)(2006)
Will it improve the availability of
housing?

55

Total number of housing
completions

701 gross; 637
net (2005/06)

53

Housing Tenure mix

No data available

N/A

Time on housing waiting list

No data
available
5

N/A

Number of people sleeping rough
on a single night.

59
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Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator

Will it improve the physical
accessibility of housing?

Percentage of Local Authority
homes which were non-decent
(BVPI)
Unfit Homes per 1000 dwellings
(AMR)
Percentage of homes built which
are Wheelchair Accessible.

Percentage of homes built which
are built to Lifetime Home
Standards.

7. Reduce health inequalities
and promote healthy living.

Will it reduce health inequalities?
Will it reduce death rates?

Life expectancy

Measurable
baseline data
38% (2005/06)

Baseline table
reference
57

52 (2006)

56

Data not yet
available. To
be recorded as
part of the
Annual
Monitoring
Report. Target
of 10%.
Data not yet
available. To
be recorded as
part of the
Annual
Monitoring
Report. Target
of 100%.
Male 77.7

52

51

21

Female 82.1
(2008)
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Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator

Measurable
baseline data
95 (2003)
Below 100
indicates a
lower death rate
than the
national
average.
71.07% (2001)

Baseline table
reference
22

Number of GP surgeries

84 (2005/06)

27

Number of NHS dentists

58 (2005)

Number of opticians

30 (2005)

Accessibility to sports/recreation
facilities.

No data
identified

28
29
N/A

Standardised Mortality Rate

Percentage of population in good
health.
Will it improve access to health
facilities?

Will it improve healthy living?

20

93

Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator

8. Protect and enhance public
open space

Will it protect open space?

Area of protected open space.

Measurable
baseline data
1701ha
% of total area
of the borough
= 30.7%

Baseline table
reference
84

Comprises:
3 Heritage land
sites (65.3 ha)
12 Green
Corridors
(418.6 ha)
7 Green Belt
sites (332.3 ha)
12 Metropolitan
Open Land sites
(847.6 ha)
139 Pubic Open
Spaces (557 ha)
85 Community
Open Space
(105.1 ha)

94

Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator
Gains or loss in open space (loss
of designated open space to
development) (AMR –
Permissions and Completions
data)

Will it enhance the quality of
open/green space?

9. Protect and enhance the
natural environment and
biodiversity

Will it conserve and enhance
existing habitats of importance
(notably designated sites)?

Satisfaction with open space in
the borough (Percentage of
residents satisfied with the
borough’s open space) (BVPI)

Measurable
baseline data
Completions –
No applications
completed
which would
result in loss of
open space
Permission – 2
applications
(although only
one permanent)
56% (2007)

Baseline table
reference
85

83

Southall Park
and Northala
Fields awarded
Green Flag
status
(2007/08)

Total area of Sites of Metropolitan or

75 sites

Local Importance for Nature

Area: 503 ha

122

Conservation (SMLINCs).
The number/area of Local Nature

6 LNRs covering
44.91 ha

138

Reserves.
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Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator

Measurable
baseline data

Number/area of Local Nature

7 (2005)

management areas in the borough

Area: 704 ha

Gains or loss of open space designated

No change to
areas designated
for their nature
conservation
value

86

See list for
species and
habitats –
measurable
indicator not
identified
Indicator not
identified

97

for its nature conservation value (AMR
– Permissions and Completions data).
Number/area and type of BAP Priority
Species and Habitats.

The achievement of BAP targets

Baseline table
reference
86

123

124

96

Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator

Measurable
baseline data

Will the biodiversity value of
watercourses and their associated
corridors be protected and
enhanced?

Percentage of main rivers and canals

100%

recorded as good or fair quality (This

Baseline table
reference
94
125

indicator relates to water quality and
not biodiversity).

The length of naturalised green buffer
zones for wildlife next to watercourses
created.

The number of developments providing
buffer zones along watercourses
Will it create new habitats (therefore
increasing biodiversitry)?

The number or area of habitats created

Data not yet
identified

126

The number of developments providing
ecological enhancements

97

Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator

Baseline table
reference

Extent of air quality
management area(s)

Measurable
baseline data
Whole of the
borough (2005)

10. Improve Air Quality

Will it improve air quality?

The number of days when air
quality is moderate or high

24 days
(2007/08)

80

Will it reduce the need to travel by
private car?

Method of travel to work and
education

Data not yet
identified

91

Will it encourage freight transfer
from road to rail and water?

Not identified

N/A

N/A

Will it lead to an increase
proportion of energy needs being
met from renewables?

Proportion of energy supplied from
renewable sources

No data
available

76

The number of planning
applications where equipment for
renewable power generation has
been secured (AMR).

3 major
applications
(South Acton
Estate, Grange
Primary School,
Moorlands Care
Home) were
approved
(2005/06)

77

Method of travel to work and
education.

Data not yet
identified

91

Will it help to achieve the
objectives of the Air Quality
Management Plan?

11. Reduce contributions to
and vulnerability to climate
change

Will it encourage cleaner modes
of transport?

80

98

Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator

Will it reduce greenhouse gas
emissions?

CO2 emissions by end user.

CO2 emissions by sector.

Will it reduce energy demand?

12. Improve water quality,
conserve water resources and
minimise the impact of
flooding.

Will it encourage sustainable
water supply and consumption
Will it reduce water
consumption?

Energy efficiency – the average
SAP rating of local authority owned
dwellings (BVPI)

The number of developments
incorporating energy efficient
techniques such as green roofs
etc
Groundwater storage (Thames
Water)
Surface reservoir storage
(Thames Water)

Measurable
baseline data
Data not yet
identified

Baseline table
reference
73

Data not yet
identified
68 (2005/06)

74

Data not yet
identified

127

Average and
above (March
2007)
Average (96%
Thames Valley,
97% London as
a whole)

136

75

137

(Three Valleys Water)

Water consumption per
household.
Water consumption in nondomestic developments.
The overall water consumption
in the borough per capita.

Normal range
UK figures only
Data not yet
identified
Data not yet
identified

88
128
N/A

99

Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator

Measurable
baseline data
Data not yet
identified

Baseline table
reference
129

The number of planning
applications granted which are
contrary to the advice of the
Environment Agency on either flood
defence grounds or water quality

Zero (07/08)

95

The number of properties or the
area of developed land at risk
from flooding

See SFRA

130

The number of developments
incorporating water conservation
techniques.
Will it reduce flood risk?

100

Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator
The number of planning
applications incorporating
sustainable urban drainage
systems (SUDS).

Will it improve water quality in
the borough?

Or the number or percentage of
new developments which have
met the following criteria:
a) Control the quantity of
surface water runoff from
new development
(discharge rates restricted
to Greenfield including 1
in 100 year on-site
attenuation)
b) Improve the quality of
runoff
c) Enhance nature
conservation, landscape
and amenity value of site.
Percentage of main rivers and
canals recorded as good or fair
quality in terms of
(a) biological quality
(b) chemical quality

Measurable
baseline data
No data
available

Baseline table
reference
N/A

Example
systems include
conventional
attenuation
storage (tanks
or excavated
areas),
permeable
pavements,
grassed swales,
infiltration
trenches, and
ponds.

(a) 100%
(b) 100%
(2003/04)

94

101

Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator

13. Enhance existing buildings
and facilities, and encourage
the reuse/remediation of vacant
land and under-utilised
buildings.

Will it ensure that new
development occurs on derelict,
vacant and underused previously
developed land?

Percentage of new homes built
on previously developed land
(BVPI)

Will it encourage the reuse of
vacant or underutilised
buildings?

Gains or loss in open space (loss of
designated open space to
development)(AMR 07/08)

Vacancy Rates (EDS)
Vacancy Rates of Major
Employment Locations

Measurable
baseline data
100 (2007/08)

Baseline table
reference
78

Completions –
No applications
completed
which would
result in loss of
open space

85

Permission – 2
applications
(although only
one permanent)
6.8%
(December 03)
175,108 sq. m.
of industrial
and warehouse
premises are
vacant
representing
7.8% of total
stock (2005)

115
114

102

Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator
Vacancy rates of retail units
within town centres (Ealing
Town Centre Health Checks)

14. Reduce waste generation
and increase waste recycling.

Measurable
baseline data
Acton –9%
Ealing – 4%
Greenford – 5%
Hanwell – 22%
Southall – 2%
(2005)
Northolt – 2%
Park Royal –
8%
(2004)

Baseline table
reference
116

Will it enhance soil
quality/address contamination
issues?

Percentage of new homes built
on previously developed land
(BVPI)

100% (2007/08)

78

Will it reduce overall household
waste generation?

Number of kilograms of household
waste collected per head (BV84)

385.5
(2007/08)

118

Will it increase recycling levels?

Percentage of the total tonnage of
waste arising, which have been
recycled (Municipal only) (BV82)

Total Tonnage:
22,139
15.32%
(2005/06)
19,150
(2005/06)
Not yet
identified

71
72
133

Household (Total Tonnage)

Will it reduce commercial and
industrial waste?

Total waste arisings (nonmunicipal). Data not yet available.

132

103

Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator

15. Reduce vehicular
dependency and promote the
use of sustainable modes of
transport

Will it reduce the use of the
private car?

Mode of travel used by Ealing
residents to visit nearest town
centres.

16. Promote local employment
opportunities, training and
skills attainment.

Will it increase the proportion of
journeys being made by public
transport?

Car ownership levels - Households
with access to 1 or more
car(s)/van(s)

Measurable
baseline data
33% by car/van
25% by bus
22% on foot
2% by
tube/train
68.3%
(2001)

Baseline table
reference
64

93

Will it generate investment for
improvement in transport
infrastructure?

Amount of Section 106 funding
secured for transport
improvements (AMR).

22 sealed
agreements,
securing over £3
million in
planning benefits
in 2005/06. 9.7%
of this total was
secured for
transport works

134

Will it improve employment
rates/reduce unemployment
levels?

Unemployment rate (Census)

16

Will it create local paid
employment opportunities?

New Firms: Registrations –
Enterprise: VAT registrations per
10,000 adults.

3.9%
(2001)
Note variations
between wards
50 (2005)

0.3 (2004)

135

Percentage Annual Change in VAT
registered stocks at year end

103

104

Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator

Measurable
baseline data

Baseline table
reference

Will it promote local
employment opportunities
through new business
establishment?

Inward investment (EDS)

A total of 25
companies
originating from
overseas are
registered with
Think London as
having set up in
Ealing from April
1995 to date
(2005)

111

Will it increase employment
opportunities for all groups,
including those most in need?

Unemployment rate – Ward
level data (Census)

3.9% overall
(2001)
Note variations
between wards
White – 83.5%
Non White –
58%
£37,559
(Unequivalised)
(2006)
38%
(2004)

16

50
(2005)

103

6.8%
(December
2003)

115

Employment rate by ethnicity
(EDS)

17. Support Sustainable Economic
growth.

Will it improve earning levels?

Annual Earnings – Average
Household Income (including
benefits) (EDS)

Will it improve skills attainment?

Skills Level: Percentage of working
age population qualified to degree
level or higher (EDS)

Will it encourage new business
start ups?

New Firms: Registrations –
Enterprise: VAT registrations per
10,000 adults
Vacancy rate (EDS)

46

47

43

105

Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator

Will it encourage inward
investment?

New Firms: Registrations –
Enterprise: VAT registrations per
10,000 adults
Organisations which support new
and established businesses

Will it ensure that there is a
sufficient supply of
employment/industrial space?

Distribution of
Industrial/Warehousing floorspace
in West London (EDS)

Measurable
baseline data
50
(2005)

Baseline table
reference
103

Business Link
for London,
West London
Business
Forum,
Gateway
Enterprise,
Action Acton,
Southall
Regeneration
Partnership,
Park Royal
Partnership

102

Total of 2,237
sq. m. of
factory and
warehouse
floorspace.

112

106

Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator
Change in employment floorspace –
Permissions and Completions data
(AMR)

Measurable
baseline data
2005/06 –
Permissions:
Net gain of
22,500 sq. m. of
B!, B2 and B8
Completions:
19,816 sq. m. of
employment
floorspace
completed
(60% for
B8;26% B1).
All
development
took place on
previously
developed land;
99% on sites
designated for
employment
use in the UDP,
33% in
regeneration
areas
2.4ha of land
lost from
employment
use (B1, B2,
B8)

Baseline table
reference
113
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Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator
Vacancy rate of Major Employment
Locations (EDS)

18. Improve opportunities for
education and training

Will it support the formation of
local supply chains for goods and
services?

Organisations which support new
and established businesses

Will it improve the qualifications and
skills of the population

Literacy and numeracy of 11
year olds (Neighbourhood
Renewal Project)
Literacy and numeracy of 14
year olds (Neighbourhood
Renewal Project)

Measurable
baseline data
175,108 sq. m.
of industrial
and
warehousing
premises are
vacant
representing
7.8% of total
stock (2005)
Business Link
for London,
West London
Business
Forum,
Gateway
Enterprise,
Action Acton,
Southall
Regeneration
Partnership,
Park Royal
Partnership
78%

Baseline table
reference
114

73%

42

102

41
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Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator
Educational Attainment - % of
15 year old pupils in school
maintained by the local authority
achieving 5 or more GCSE’s at
grades A*-C or equivalent
(BVPI)
Educational Attainment - % of
19 year olds with 2
qualifications and above (EDS)
Skills Level: % of working age
population qualified to degree
level or higher (EDS)
Number of pupils with English
as an additional language
(DFES)

Measurable
baseline data
59.4%
(2004/05)

Baseline table
reference

73.8% of 18-19
year olds

40

38%

43

41.8%
(1997)

44

39
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Proposed LDF SA Objective

19. Promote cultural and community
identity

Criteria

Indicator

Will it improve access to
educational facilities?

Number of educational
institutions in the borough

Will it foster a sense of pride in
the area?

Percentage of people surveyed
who think that their local area is
a place where people from
different backgrounds can live
together harmoniously.
Membership (numbers (2002))
of the main community networks
(Ealing Community Network,
BME forum and Refugee Forum.

Will it encourage engagement in
community activities?

Measurable
baseline data
10 Children’s
centres,
64 primary
Schools (56 of
which have
nurseries)
12 Secondary
Schools, 1
Academy, 22
independent
schools, 2 pupil
referral units
and
6 Schools for
pupils with
special
educational
needs

Baseline table
reference

71%

66

ECN – 230
BME Forum –
no data
Refugee Forum
–7
(2002)

67

45

110

Proposed LDF SA Objective

Criteria

Indicator
Number of people (2002)
volunteering through the
volunteer bureau

Measurable
baseline data
257

Baseline table
reference
68

(2002)

111
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For further copies of this document or any of Ealing’s local development
framework documents, please contact:
Planning Policy
Ealing Council
Perceval House
14/16 Uxbridge Road
London W5 2HL
Tel:
020 8825 5882
Email: Planpol@ealing.gov.uk
Visit: www.ealinginlondon.com
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